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Abstract.
New general scenario of turbulence theory is proposed and applied to wall-bounded
turbulence. This scenario introduces a new field of transverse waves. Significance of the
theory rests on a mathematical theorem associated with the fundamental conservation
law of fluid current flux, expressed in a form of 4d physical space-time representation,
which predicts a system of Maxwell-type equation and supports transverse waves
traveling with a phase speed ct. In regard to the streaky wall flows, there exist both
dynamical mechanism and energy channel which excite transverse waves and exchange
energy between flow field and transverse wave field. In developed state of the wave field,
energy is supplied from the flow field to the wave field if wavelengths are sufficiently
large. The waves are accompanied with a new mechanism of energy dissipation, i.e.
an internal friction analogous to the Ohm’s effect. Energy is supplied from the main
flow to the wave field, and some part of the energy is dissipated into heat. Thus, there
exists a sustaining mechanism, which implies that the streaky structure of wall-bounded
turbulence is a dissipative structure.
The predictions are consistent with characteristic features of wall turbulence observed
in experimental studies, with respect to three points. (i) Existence of traveling waves
and their relation to streamwise streaks and streamwise vortices: The traveling waves are
characterized by two scales of wavelength λ and damping-length d. (ii) Existence of two
large scales (LSM and VLSM) observed in turbulent shear flows: Those are interpreted by
the waves amplified with the transient growth mechanism and maintained by interaction
with the new transverse wave field. The waves are robust since they have their own
energy and momentum. (iii) Enhanced energy dissipation in wavy turbulence. Its bulk
rate of energy dissipation takes a form resembling the models of eddy-viscosity, and its
coefficient νD is estimated to be of the order of ctd and much larger than the molecular
viscosity.
It must be emphasized as a physical theory that no self-contradiction is incurred by
the new field introduced.
Keywords: Turbulence theory; Streaky wall turbulence; Transverse traveling waves; Internal
friction; Eddy viscosity
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1. Introduction
Large scale feature is one of the main subjects in the study of wall-bounded turbulence
(wall turbulence, in short) such as boundary layer turbulence, channel turbulence or pipe
turbulence. Studies of pipe flows in the past decades have revealed, at transition to
turbulence, that the flow supports transverse traveling waves of cross-stream modes. It is
now a hundred and thirty years since the great work of Osborn Reynolds (1883) reported
it first historically.
Introducing a new field of transverse waves into the turbulence field, a new scenario
of turbulence theory was presented by Kambe (2015, 2016), proposing that the turbulence
field of wall-bounded parallel shear flows are composed of three components: mean shear
field of velocity, wavy perturbation and incoherent turbulent fluctuations. Significance
of this formulation rests on a mathematical theorem and formulation by Scofield & Huq
(2010, 2014), stating that conservation law of current flux implies existence of a field
governed by Maxwell-like equations, which supports transverse traveling waves. Stating
compactly, the current conservation implies existence of transverse waves in flow field
structured with vorticity. Along with the wave field, a new dissipation mechanism of
energy is introduced in this work as an enhanced effect, caused by a drift current in the
turbulence field. Transverse traveling waves are well known in the linear stability theory
of laminar shear flows. But apart from the stability problem, it is remarkable that such
transverse waves were also found in pipe-flows or channel flows by numerical analyses
(Brosa (1991), Waleffe (1998), Faisst & Eckhardt (2003)).
(a) Wavy streaks in background turbulence and enhanced diffusivity
Near-wall turbulence is characterized by the structure of low-speed streaks which are wavy
and non-uniform, and surrounded by a sea of turbulent fluctuations. It is noteworthy that
Schoppa & Hussain (2002) proposed a triple decomposition of the turbulent wall-flow U
consisting of (i) mean streak field of velocity U , (ii) time-dependent wavy perturbation
uw, and (iii) incoherent turbulent fluctuations u
′:
U = U + uw + u
′. (1)
They suggested a sustaining mechanism called the streak transient growth for generation of
near-wall streamwise vortices and resulting array of streaks of low-speed and high-speed.
Much earlier, a weak organized wave in a channel turbulence had been detected
already by Hussain & Reynolds (1970, 1972), where there is an important aspect worth
being remarked: that is, an eddy-diffusivity representation had been found to work
very well to describe the weak organized wave observed in the background turbulent
fluctuations Reynolds & Hussain (1972). In fact, the waves were obtained by solving
the linearized (Orr–Sommerfeld) equation with additional Reynolds stress, modeled
by an eddy-viscosity model in their work. In another stability analysis of channel
turbulence by Del A´lamo & Jime´nez (2006) too, they obtained disturbance wave-modes
computationally. Importantly they used a variable turbulent eddy-viscosity instead of the
constant molecular viscosity to obtain such waves.
These studies imply the importance of using the eddy-viscosity models to describe
coherent waves adequately in turbulent flows. We are going to consider these phenomena
under the light of present new scenario.
There exist ample evidences of streamwise streaks and long meandering structures
in wall turbulence, observed by a number of laboratory experiments. It is remarkable
that, in atmospheric flows too, long meandering streaky structures were observed by
Hutchins & Marusic (2007) in their experimental study of atmospheric boundary-layer
flows. Eddy-viscosity models are necessary tools in numerical analyses and DNS of
atmospheric turbulence. In fact, the atmospheric flow is regarded as an important area
of wall-bounded turbulence.
(b) Transient growth and bypass transition
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In the standard stability theory of steady laminar viscous shear flows, the flow stability
is examined in terms of eigenvalues by solving a linear perturbation equation (such as
the Orr-Sommerfeld equation) to the Navier-Stokes equation under imposed boundary
conditions. Suppose that the perturbation is expressed by the time factor e−iωt = eωite−iωrt
(where t is the time, and ωr and ωi are real and imaginary part of the eigenvalue ω).
According as ωi < 0 or > 0, the flow is said to be linearly stable or unstable, respectively.
What makes shear flows interesting and non-trivial is that the differential operator
of the linear perturbation equation is characterized by the non-normality or non-
self-adjointness (Gustavsson 1991; Butler & Farrell 1992; Henningson, Lundbladh &
Johansson 1993; Reddy & Henningson 1993; Trefethen, Trefethen, Reddy & Driscoll
1993), mainly owing to the property of the mean base flow which is dependent on space
coordinates and even three-dimensional such as in streaky flows. In this case, infinitesimal
perturbations are governed by the Orr-Sommerfeld equation supplemented by an equation
(with Squire operator) for the vorticity component in the wall-normal direction including
an additional non-homogeneous term of forcing. For purely two-dimensional waves, the
forcing term is zero in the latter equation and the homogeneous part is associated with
damped Squire modes. For oblique three-dimensional disturbances, a new element enters
the problem and the non-zero forcing term appears for the normal vorticity. Although
the modal analysis can be carried out to an eigenproblem mentioned above, the eigen-
functions resulting from the non-normal operator are not orthogonal to each other. An
initial perturbation may consist of modes that are combined to have mutual interaction.
As a result, even in the case of a stable shear flow characterized with ωi < 0 of all
eigenvalues, we obtain considerable growth of the perturbation in amplitude, with its
energy growing by some orders of magnitude larger than the initial value, before the
decay due to the property ωi < 0 of all the modes. This is called transient growth.
This process implies a bypass transition avoiding the regular TS-wave transition
process if there exists a mechanism sustaining the transiently amplified waves. The present
scenario aims to provide a dynamical mechanism sustaining the transiently amplified
waves robustly.
Gustavsson (1991) studied first this mechanism for plane Poiseuille flow and clarified
transient growth of perturbation energy. The growth was found at sub-critical Reynolds
numbers (i.e. ωi < 0 for all eigenvalues), where both the normal vorticity and normal
velocity are expressed in terms of damped modes. Considerable amplitudes can be reached
before decay by the mechanism of vortex stretching acting on the normal vorticity to the
boundary wall,
For the three-dimensional perturbations, growth by a factor of order 103 can occur.
Three-dimensionality plays a key role and allows for growth of the normal vorticity
through the lift-up mechanism. This growth generates elongated structures in streamwise
direction since the growth is largest at low streamwise wavenumbers. Thus the optimal
perturbations which grow the most generate streaky structure.
(c) Two large scales in wall turbulence
A wind-tunnel experiment of boundary layer flows by Fransson et al. (2006) verified delay
of transition to turbulence by a worked-out design on the wall to enforce streaky flow in the
wall layer. Recent studies of wall turbulence (Kim & Adrian (1999); Guala et al. (2006);
Adrian (2007); Monty et al. (2007); Hutchins & Marusic (2007); Smits et al. (2011);
Rosenberg et al. (2013)) recognize existence of two large scales of the streaky structures:
LSM (large-scale motions) and VLSM (very-large-scale motions)‖, which characterize the
streamwise streaks and long meandering structures. The LSMs are considered to be
created by the vortex packets consisting of hairpin-like structures.
For pipe turbulence, study of a streamwise (denoted by x-axis) energy spectrum
E‖(k) with respect to the streamwise wave number kx clarified that the pre-multiplied
‖ Existence of very-large-scale motions was recognized by Kim & Adrian (1999), proposing a newly coined
term ”VLSM”.
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streamwise spectrum kxE‖(kx) has two peaks at klsm = 2π/λlsm corresponding to LSM of
λlsm/R ≈ 1 ∼ 3 and at kvlsm = 2π/λvlsm corresponding to VLSM of λvlsm/R ≈ 15 ∼ 20
(where R is the pipe radius and λx = 2π/kx the streamwise wave length), and decays
beyond VLSM. The energy spectrum E‖(kx) takes a scaling form
E‖ ∝ k−1x (klsm & kx & kvlsm); E‖ ∝ k−5/3x (kx & klsm).
In the formulation and analysis of the study of wall-bounded turbulence, the following
two observations are essential for application of the present scenario. (i) Owing to the
turbulent motion under complex coupling of vorticity and current flux, the turbulence field
supports propagation of transverse waves (§2.2.1, §5), causing wavy nature of streaks in
background turbulence. In turbulent pipe flows, existence of such transverse traveling
waves is confirmed both experimentally and computationally (Hof et al. 2004; Faisst
& Eckhardt 2003; Brosa 1991). (ii) Such wavy streaks exist robustly in background
turbulence, and the waves can be predicted much better by using enhanced diffusivity
and dissipation which are modeled by formulae of eddy-viscosity.
(d) A new approach to turbulence theory
A new approach to the turbulence theory is proposed here, aiming that the present
scenario would give a hint why the wavy streamwise streaks are maintained in a sea
of turbulent fluctuations, and also why energy dissipation is enhanced in turbulence
as evidenced by introducing free parameters of eddy viscosity in turbulence modeling
(without being based on physical principle; see e.g. Pope (2000)).
The present approach is stimulated by the study proposed recently by Scofield & Huq
(2014) who introduced a new field into the fluid-flow field, where the new field is governed
by Maxwell-type equations. This is motivated by the electromagnetic pioneering work of
Hehl & Obukhov (2003). Its fluid-version was formulated as the mathematical Theorem
of Scofield & Huq (2010), stating that conservation of fluid current flux implies existence
of fields of 4-vector potential governed by Maxwell equations. In the present paper, the
field is called as Transverse-Wave field, or in short as TW-field.¶ In fluid turbulence, the
current conservation is a basic property, hence it is reasonable to introduce a TW field in
turbulence. Although the present study of TW-field is motivated by the study of Scofield
& Huq (2014), the fluid-dynamic mechanisms formulated here are the present author’s
own, which are (i) the dynamical mechanism exciting the TW-waves, (ii) existence of a
channel supplying energy to TW-field, and (iii) a new dissipation mechanism by a drift
current in turbulence field.+
The mechanism of energy dissipation of (iii) is introduced by expressing the current
flux j in terms of two components: the convection current jc and a new drift current jd:
j = jc + jd, (2)
where jc = ρv with v the fluid velocity, and the drift current jd is explained briefly in
the subsection (f) below. More detailed description of the drift current is given by §2.3.2
and §7.
It is remarkable that the TW-wave field has its own momentum and energy like
the electromagnetic waves, which explains the robustness of the wave, and accompanies
its own mechanism of energy dissipation. In fluid mechanics so far, the wave energy and
momentum are considered only for longitudinal acoustic waves (Landau & Lifshitz (1987),
§65; Lighthill (1978), Ch.1). Regarding the transversal waves in fluids, such consideration
is not seen. However, even the current theory of fluid mechanics (§2.1) can describe
transverse waves. The section Appendix A.4 of Appendix A interprets this circumstance
¶ Scofield & Huq (2010) called it Vortex Field. This may be called also as SH-field.
+ Scofield & Huq (2014) mentioned also energy dissipation analogous to the Joule heating, without noting
that the convection current jc = ρv of Eq.(2) may have both signs of input and output of energy to the
TW-field, nor mentioning significance of the drift current jd (a fluid version of the Ohm’s law) in the
turbulence theory.
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in the absence of TW-field. It is remarkable that the vorticity field ω(x, t) supports
transverse waves under the constraint of the continuity equation. In fact, reflecting the
hydrodynamic stability theory, disturbance waves obtained by solving the Orr-Sommerfeld
equation are certainly such transverse traveling waves.
(e) Structure of the paper
It is proposed in the present study that the whole system under consideration consists
of two fields: Flow Field (FF-field, in short) and Transverse-Wave field (TW-field).
Fundamental equations governing the combined system are composed of conservation
equations of mass, energy and momentum. Hence, the present formulation follows the
fundamental principle of theoretical physics. This paper is structured with three parts.
(i) In the first part, theoretical frame of the new scenario and its significance is
presented in §2 (Governing equations), §3 (Excitation of TW field), and §4 (Energy and
momentum budgets of TW-field). State of the fluid is defined by the flow velocity,
thermodynamic variables such as density, pressure, entropy, etc.. The TW-wave field
is described in terms of a vector potential a and a scalar potential φa, from which fluid
e-field and b-field are defined by e = −∂ta−∇φa and b = ∇× a. The entropy equation
accounts for the heat liberated by dissipative mechanisms including a new dissipation
term. How the new TW field is excited is considered in §3. General derivation in terms
of the energy-momentum tensors are also presented to support the validity of the present
formulation.
The new formulation has more degrees of freedom than the current one. The new
field has its own energy and momentum, which means robustness of the new field and in
addition the new field is equipped with a new dissipation mechanism, of which scaling
estimate predicts enhanced dissipation comparable with the eddy-viscosity models.
(ii) Second part is concerned with application of the present formulation. One of the
important areas of possible application would be the streaky shear-flow turbulence. To
begin with, wave-propagation traveling through turbulence is investigated in §5 (Traveling
waves and wave dynamics (large scale motion)) with having the two large scales LSM and
VLSM in mind. Dynamical process of growth and decay of TW-waves is studied on the
basis of wave equations equipped with terms of source and damping, where the TW waves
are characterized with a wavelength λ and a damping distance d.
The section 6 (Streaky wall turbulence) presents an endeavor to clarify how the
streaky structure is generated in wall turbulence and maintained robustly in turbulent
environment, on the basis of the new scenario. In these phenomena, two key ideas of
transient growth mechanism and triple decomposition of velocity play non-trivial roles,
and relevant studies are reviewed there. After considering the wave dynamics of excitation
and damping, it is proposed that the streaky structure in wall turbulence is a dissipative
structure characterized with two large scales of wave length λlsm and λvlsm.
(iii) The energy dissipation is caused by an internal drift current jd, which is driven
by the e field and represented by a linear relation jd ∝ e, which is called turbulence-
Darcy effect or D-effect shortly, explained briefly in the next subsection (f). The section
7 studies the new mechanism of energy dissipation in detail. It is found that the bulk
rate of D-effect dissipation takes a form analogous to the eddy-viscosity models, and its
coefficient is comparable in magnitude with the eddy-viscosities. The dissipation formula
is derived analytically from the basic governing equations, unlike usual eddy-viscosity
models.
It is found in §5 that the damping distance d owing to the D-effect gets reduced
for larger waves (λ > λlsm), meaning those to suffer stronger damping. An interesting
property is that the resistive drift current jd = σe (with a positive constant) causes a
phase shift between the flow perturbation ux(t) and the wave field ax(t), enabling energy
transfer from the flow field to the wave field. If λ > λlsm, the TW-wave gains energy from
the flow field.
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(f) Dynamical and dissipative mechanisms of the new field
The dynamical mechanism exciting the TW-waves is studied by a model equation derived
in the present theory (§5):
∇2e− c−2t ∂ 2t e = µ ∂t(ρv) + µσ∂te,
(the first of (90)). The left hand side (lhs) is a wave equation describing waves traveling
with the phase speed ct of a vector field e (a fluid-electric field defined in §2.2). The
second term on the rhs (right hand side) is a damping term, while the first on rhs is a
term either exciting the wave and supplying energy to the TW-field by extracting from
the flow field v, or extracting energy from the TW-field and giving back to the flow field,
depending on the sign of the source term j · e (see §2.2).
It is an important aspect of the present theory that the TW-field accompanies its own
mechanism of energy dissipation caused by a drift current jd assumed to exist in turbulence
field. It is proposed that this current is generated by an effect called a turbulence-Darcy
effect. The well-known Darcy’s law is a law to describe the current flux of a viscous fluid
through a porous medium under an imposed pressure gradient. In the present case of
turbulent flow, the fluid in motion is acted on by an additional force from the TW-wave
field, which is derived as a force of F ∼ ρe (§2.3). In a turbulent state coexisting with
the TW-field, this force would give rise to an internal drift current jd through a turbulent
medium composed of a number of turbulent eddies. The turbulence-Darcy law is proposed
to describe a proportional relationship between the current flux jd and an applied force
ρe, given by jd = σe where σ is a scalar constant. This resembles the Ohm’s law in
electromagnetism.∗
Energy dissipation by the turbulence-Darcy effect, called D-effect simply,♯ is given by
QD = e · jd = σ−1|jd|2. As shown in §7.1, the dissipation QD can be expressed in a form
analogous to the viscous rate of dissipation. In fact, using |jd| = ρvd and σ ∼ ρd/ct, we
have
QD/ρ ∼ νD (vd/d)2 νD = ct d.
The coefficient νD = ctd is analogous to the eddy-viscosity, with its magnitude of the order
of product of a velocity ct (speed of transverse waves in turbulence) and the damping
distance d of the transverse wave. Its magnitude is estimated from the pipe turbulence
data at Re = 2RU/νm ≈ 105 (Kim & Adrian, 1999) in §7.1, and compared with the
molecular kinematic viscosity of air νm at normal conditions. It is found that νD is
much larger than νm by some orders of magnitude. It is in fact interesting to find that
the turbulence-Darcy dissipation in a volume takes a form analogous to eddy-viscosity
models (see §7).
Last but not least, the system of equations formulated in §2 is not contradictory to
the mathematical framework of Theoretical Physics. This formulation may shed a light
to some unclear properties of turbulence or remove uncertain covering over them. This is
the aim of the present study.
2. Governing equations
First of all, we consider the theoretical frame of the scenario. Namely, the whole physical
system is composed of two fields: Fluid-Flow field (FF-field) and Transverse-Wave field
∗ Although the Darcy’s law is the discharge rate of a viscous fluid through a porous medium under
imposed pressure gradient, it is analogous to Ohm’s law in the electromagnetism, or Fourier’s law in the
heat conduction.
♯ This effect is called so because it is analogous to the Darcy effect, it drives drift current and it causes
enhanced dissipation and wave damping.
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(TW-field). In the beginning, the current theory of FF-field in the absence of the TW-
field is reviewed first in §2.1. Then in the next section §2.2, the equations of TW-field are
presented. The equations of combined field (whole field) are presented in 2.3.
2.1. Equations of fluid flows (FF-field) (Review of the current theory)
2.1.1. Current system : We consider flows of a viscous fluid of non-uniform density, which
are governed by the system of equations of conservation of mass, momentum and energy:
∂tρ+ div ρv = 0, (3)
∂t(ρv)i + ∂jΠij = 0, , (4)
∂t[ρ(
1
2
v2 + ei)] + div qf = 0, (5)
(Landau & Lifshitz, 1987), Fluid Mechanics), where ∂t = ∂/∂t, ∂j = ∂/∂x
j with xj being
the Cartesian coordinates, v is the fluid velocity, ρ the fluid density, ei the specific internal
energy (i.e.per unit mass) of the fluid, qf is the FF-energy flux defined by
qf = q
(0)
f − v · τ (vis) − kT ∇T, q(0)f ≡ ρv(
1
2
v2 + h), (6)
where h = ei + p/ρ is the specific enthalpy, T the temperature and kT the thermal
diffusivity. The viscous stress tensor τ (vis) = (τ
(vis)
ij ) is defined by (B.2) of Appendix B.
The momentum flux density tensor Πij of (4) is defined by
Πij = ρvivj + p δij − τ (vis)ij . (7)
Using the mass conservation equation (3) and a thermodynamic equation (1/ρ)dp =
dh−Tds (s: specific entropy), the momentum equation (4) is transformed to an equation
of motion of a viscous incompressible fluid (by assuming ρ = const ):
∂tv +∇(h+ 12 |v|2) = −ω × v + T∇s+∇ · τ (vis), (8)
where (∇ · τ (vis))i = ∂jτ (vis)ji . Taking curl, we obtain the vorticity equation:
∂tω = −curl(ω × v − T∇s−∇ · τ (vis)) = −curl(ω × v) +∇T ×∇s+ ν∇2ω, (9)
where ν = η/ρ is the kinematic viscosity, and (B.3) is used to obtain the last term.
The entropy equation is given by
ρT
D
Dt
s = Qvis +QT , (10)
Qvis ≡
∑
i,j ∂jvi τ
(vis)
ij , QT ≡ div (kT∇T ), (11)
where D/Dt ≡ ∂t + v · ∇ is the convective derivative. The term Qvis is the energy dissi-
pated into heat by the viscosity and can be shown to be non-negative (Landau & Lifshitz
(1987), §49). The term QT is the heat conducted into the volume concerned.
2.1.2. General derivation in terms of the energy-momentum tensor of fluid flow : Having
in mind later formulation of the whole combined field of FF-field and TW-field (in §2.3),
general formalism of theoretical physics is applied to the present system of FF-field on the
basis of the Lagrangian density Λf and hence the variational principle. In this section, we
derive the same equations (4) and (5) from the general principle.
Field equations are derived in accordance with the general principle of least action in
four-dimensional space-time xµ = (t, x1, x2, x3). The Lagrangian density Λf is a certain
functional of the fields qγ(x
µ) describing the state of the system, where in the field qγ(x
µ)
included are three components of velocity field and two thermodynamic variables, etc..
The action Sf for the fluid flow is defined by the form, Sf =
∫
Λf( qγ(x
µ) ) dΩ, where
dΩ = dx0x1x2x3. The governing equations of motion are derived as the Lagrange’s
equation in general with taking variation of the Lagrangian density Λf by varying qγ .
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However, we are interested here in deriving the conservation equations of energy and
momentum, which are represented by
∂αT
αβ
f = 0, (12)
where Tαβf is the energy-momentum tensor (or stress tensor) of fluid flow, defined by
Tαβf =


T 00 T 01 T 02 T 03
T 10 Π11 Π12 Π13
T 20 Π21 Π22 Π23
T 30 Π31 Π32 Π33

 ,
T 00 = 12 ρv
2 + ρei,
T k0 = ρvk(12 v
2 + h),
T 0k = ρvk,
Πik = ρvivk + p δik = Π
ki

 (13)
where i, k = 1, 2, 3 and h = ei + p/ρ is the enthalpy. General relativistic derivation of
the tensor T αβf is given concisely in Appendix Appendix B.4 and Landau & Lifshitz (1987§133).
The time component (β = 0) of Eq.(12) is given by ∂αT
α0
f = 0; namely, we have
∂tT
00 + ∂kT
k0 = ∂t[ρ(
1
2 v
2 + ei)] + div [ρv(
1
2 v
2 + h)] = 0, (14)
where the terms of (13) are used. This is equivalent to the energy equation (5) with
the energy flux vector qf replaced by q
(0)
f of (6) without viscosity effect and thermal
conduction effect.
The space component (β = k with k = 1, , 2, 3) is given by ∂αT
αk
f = 0; namely, we
have
∂tT
0k + ∂iΠ
ik =
[
∂t(ρv
k) + ∂i(ρv
ivk + p δik)
]
= 0, (k = 1, 2, 3), (15)
This is equivalent to the momentum equation (4).
Thus, it is shown that the conservation equations of energy and momentum in the
current theory are interpreted by the general formalism of theoretical physics.
2.2. Equations of a new field of transverse waves (TW-field)
Conservation law of the current flux j allows existence of a transverse wave field governed
by Maxwell-type equations. Governing equations are presented concisely here, while
details of its derivation are described in Appendix A. In order to present the equations of
Transverse Wave (TW) field, we take analogy with the electromagnetism (EM). Needless
to say, the Maxwell equations of EM-theory support transverse waves. Even within the
framework of the current theory of fluid mechanics (§2.1), transverse waves are excited.
The section Appendix A.4 of Appendix A interprets this circumstance in the absence of
TW-field. It is remarkable that the vorticity field ω(x, t) supports transverse waves under
the constraint of the continuity equation.
In the present new scenario, one can point out two features characterizing difference
from the current theory: (i) there is an increased freedom expressed by the 4-vector-
potential aµ = (φa,−ax,−ay,−az) of (18) under the gauge condition of (26), which are
introduced newly to represent the TW-field, and (ii) the TW-field accompanies its own
dissipation mechanism termed as turbulence-Darcy effect, which leads to enhanced rate
of energy dissipation.
2.2.1. A system of fluid-Maxwell equations Conservation law of fluid current allows
existence of transverse wave field governed by Maxwell-type equations. Details of
derivation are given in Appendix A, and only the resulting equations are given here
compactly. In order to represent the Transverse Wave (TW) field,†† we take analogy
with the electromagnetism (EM) faithfully.
Firstly, suppose that we have a 4-component current jµ = (ρ, jx, jy, jz) of fluid flow,
satisfying the following mass conservation equation (see (A.10)):
∂tρ+ div j = 0, j = (jx, jy, jz). (16)
††The TW-field is called by Scofield & Huq (2014) as Vortex Field.
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where j is the space part of jµ. According to detailed mathematical analysis described in
Appendix Appendix A.2 (helped by de Rahm Theorem), existence of two excitation fields
d and h are deduced, which are governed by a pair of equations (a pair of Maxwell-like
equations, §Appendix A.2):
−∂td+ curlh = j, divd = ρ. (17)
It is essential in the present formulation to realize that the conservation law (16) is satisfied
identically by this set of equations.†
Secondly, associated with the two potentials of vector fields d and h in the 4-space-
time xµ = (t, x, y, z), one can introduce a field of 4-vector-potential by
aµ = (φa,−ax,−ay,−az) = (φa,−a), (18)
and define an 1-form A1 by‡
A1 = aµdxµ = φa dt− axdx− aydy − azdz. (19)
Assuming existence of the 1-form A1 and denoting the space part of aµ by −a =
−(ax, ay, az), one can define a pair of fluid-electric field e and fluid-magnetic field b by
e ≡ −∂ta−∇φa, b ≡ ∇× a, (20)
where a plays the part of a vector potential analogous to the electromagnetism. It will be
shown below (in §3.1) that a has the dimension of velocity. From the definitions of e and
b of (20), it is evident that the following set of equations, i.e. another pair of Maxwell-type
equations, are satisfied identically (Appendix Appendix A.1):
∂tb+ curl e = 0, div b = 0. (21)
Thus, the dynamics of TW-field is defined by the system of Maxwell-type equations (17)
and (21) (Appendix Appendix A.4), where the constitutive relations,
d = ǫe, h = µ−1b, (22)
are assumed with using field parameters ǫ and µ analogous to those of the EM theory.
Here, lower-case bold-letters are used for the TW-field vectors in order to show clear
analogy to the Maxwell equations of electromagnetism (Jackson 1999) with corresponding
upper-case letters.
Transverse waves are naturally supported by (17) and (21). In fact, wave equations
are derived for e and h from the above four equations:[
∇2 − c−2t ∂ 2t
]
e = µ ∂tj + ǫ
−1∇ρ, (23)[
∇2 − c−2t ∂ 2t
]
h = −∇× j, (24)
ct = 1/
√
ǫµ. (25)
where ǫ and µ are assumed constant.
It is found that transverse waves of phase velocity ct are excited by sources
characterized with unsteadiness and rotationality of the current j, expressed by ∂tj and
∇× j respectively, and also with density non-uniformity (∇ρ).
Under these circumstances, the a-field and φa-field are excited. However there exists
arbitrariness in the definitions a and φa of (20) in connection with the Maxwell equations.
Usually the following Lorenz condition is imposed in order to resolve it:
∇ · a+ c−2t ∂tφa = 0. (26)
† It is assumed that both of secondly-differentiable fields d and h satisfying (17) exist. Denoting the
constant mean density by ρ, the second equation of (17) may be replaced by divd = ρ and divd′ = ρ′,
where d′ = d− d.
‡ In the mathematics of exterior differential forms, a differential 1-form, A1 = aµ dxµ, is defined by a pair
of a coordinate 4-vector xµ = (x0, x1, x2, x3) ≡ (t, x, y, z) and a potential 4-covector aµ = (a0, a1, a2, a3) ≡
(φa,−ax,−ay,−az).
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Thus, using (20), the equations of a and φa are given by[
∇2 − c−2t ∂ 2t
]
a = −µ j,
[
∇2 − c−2t ∂ 2t
]
φa = −ǫ−1ρ′, (27)
where ρ′ = ρ− ρ denotes fluctuating part of density with ρ the mean density.
2.2.2. Equations of energy and momentum Equations of energy and momentum are
derived immediately from (17) and (21) as
∂twe + div qfP = − j · e, (28)
∂tg +∇ ·M = − FL[a], (29)
respectively (Appendix B.3; and Jackson (1999), Scofield & Huq (2014)), (See Jackson (1999,
§12.10), where T (M)ij = −Mij is used in stead of Mij for the Maxwell stress. ), where we and g are
the energy density and momentum density of TW-field, defined respectively by
we =
1
2 (e · d+ h · b), g = d× b ; (30)
and qfP = e× h = c2g, (∇ ·M)j = ∂iMij . (31)
The vector qfP is a fluid Poynting vector (TW-energy flux). The tensor M = (Mij) is a
fluid Maxwell-stress defined by (B.16). Fluid Lorentz force FL[a] is defined by
FL[a] = ρfL[a], fL[a] ≡ e+ ρ−1j × b. (32)
(See (20) for the definition of e and b.) Note that fL[a] is a fluid Lorentz force per unit
mass. The term −j · e on the right of (28) is an energy source ( if j · e < 0) or loss ( if
j · e > 0), and the term −FL on the right of (29) is Lorentz-force reaction. These are
identical in form to those of the electromagnetic theory.
2.2.3. General formulation in terms of the energy-momentum tensor of TW wave As
done for the FF-field in §2.1.2, general formalism is presented here for the TW wave too
to derive the same equations of energy (28) and momentum (29) of the TW-field on the
basis of Lagrangian density, aiming at general derivation of the equations of the whole
combined field of FF-field and TW-field in §2.3,
Suppose that we have a 4-vector potential aµ = (φa, a1, a2, a3) = (φa,a) (a contra-
variant vector) and its covariant version aµ = (gµνa
ν) = (φa,−a) in the space-time
ξµ = (x0,x) with x0 ≡ τ = ctt and x = (x1, x2, x3) (aµ is already defined in §2.2.1),§,
where the coordinate variable ξµ is used instead of xµ since ξ0 is defined by τ = ctt having
the same dimension as xk. and ct = 1/
√
ǫµ of (25) is the phase velocity of transverse wave
under consideration.
Free-field Lagrangian density Λ0 and energy-momentum tensor T
αβ
w (i.e. the stress
tensor) are defined in Appendix §Appendix B.2. In the presence of external excitation
represented by the current 4-vector jν = (ctρ, j1, j2, j3), the Lagrangian density Λw of the
present TW-field is given by
Λw = Λ0 − c−1t jλaλ, Λ0 =
1
2µ
[ (e, e)− (b, b)], (33)
e ≡ e/ct, eλ = −∂τaλ − ∂λφ, jλ = (ctρ,−j1,−j2,−j3), (34)
where Λ0 is the free-field Lagrangian given by (B.30), and φ = φa/ct. The Lagrangian Λw
of TW-wave has an interaction term −c−1t jλaλ to represent excitation by the 4-current jµ.
Fundamental conservation laws are represented by the form ∂αT
αβ
w = f
β in general
theoretical physics, where T αβw is the energy momentum tensor and f
α is an external
forcing to excite the TW-field. From the canonical stress tensor T αβw defined by (B.35),
one can construct a symmetric stress tensor Θαβ, which satisfies
∂αT
αβ
w = ∂αΘ
αβ
w . (35)
§ In the space-time representation, greek letters such as α, β, µ, ν, λ denote (0, 1, 2, 3) and roman letters
such as i, k denote (1, 2, 3), and the metric tensor is defined by gµν = g
µν = diag(1,−1,−1,−1).
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The symmetric stress tensor Θαβ is given by
1
µ
gανF νλF
λβ
+
1
4µ
gαβF νλF
νλ
= Θβαw , (36)
where F αβ = ∂αaβ − ∂βaα is the field-strength tensor, and ∂α ≡ (∂τ ,∇), ∂β = gβα∂α =
(∂τ ,−∇) (see §Appendix B.2, and Jackson (1999) §12.10). Using (36), we have
∂αΘ
αβ
w =
1
µ
(∂νF νλ)F
λβ
+
1
µ
[
F νλ(∂
νF
λβ
) + 12 F νλ ∂
βF
νλ
]
. (37)
The factor ∂νF νλ of the first term is given by µ jλ = µ(ctρ,−j1,−j2,−j3). In fact, we
have
∂νF ν0 = ∂
1F 10 + ∂
2F 20 + ∂
3F 30 = ∂kek = µct ∂kdk = µ ctρ = µ j0,
∂νF νk = ∂
0ek + εkαβ∂
αbβ = c
−2
t ∂tek − (∇× b)k = µǫ ∂tek − µ(∇× h)k
= − µ jk.
where the two equations of (17) are used to obtain the last expression of the two. The
second term (1/µ)[ · · · ] on the rhs of (37) can be shown to vanish (see Jackson (1999)
§12.10 C). Thus, the equation (37) reduces to
∂αΘ
αβ
w = jλ F
λβ
. (38)
This is the general form of conservation equations of energy and momentum under external
forcing of jλ F
λβ
. From Appendix B.2, the symmetric stress tensor Θαβ is given by
Θαβw =


Θ00 Θ01 Θ02 Θ03
Θ10 M11 M12 M13
Θ20 M21 M22 M23
Θ30 M31 M32 M33

 ,
Θ00 = we = (2µ)
−1[ (e, e) + (b, b)],
Θk0 = c−1t (e× h)i = c−1t (qfP)i,
Θ0k = ct(d× b) = ct g (= c−1t qfP ),
M ik = −(ǫ eiek + µ−1 bibk) + we δik

(39)
we =
1
2
[ ǫ(e, e) + µ−1(b, b)], g = (gi) ≡ d× b. (40)
Setting β = 0 in (38), we have ∂αΘ
α0
w = jλ F
λ0
. From (39), this is written explicitly as
c−1t ∂twe + div c
−1
t qfP = −j · (e/ct). (41)
where qfP is defined by (31). Multiplying ct on both sides, we obtain the energy equation
(28):
∂twe + div qfP = −j · e. (42)
Likewise, for β = 1, 2, 3 (= k), the right hand side of (38) is given by
jλ F
λk
= ctρ(−ek)− (j × b)k = −(ρe + j × b)k = −FL. (43)
Using (39), the space components (β = k = 1, 2, 3) of (38) reduce to the momentum
equation (29) with g denoting the momentum density of TW-wave:
∂tg +∇ ·M = −FL. (44)
2.3. Equations of the whole field (a combined field)
2.3.1. Equations of energy and momentum Present system under investigation is a
combined system consisting of FF-field and TW-field. According to general principle
of theoretical physics‖, total Lagrangian density Λfw of such a combined field is defined
‖ In particle physics, four fundamental interactions are known: weak interaction, strong interaction,
electromagnetism and gravitation. The Lagrangian density of an elementary particle under consideration
is represented in a standard theory by linear combination of several terms associated with the particle’s
wave-function field in free state and interaction terms.
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by linear combination of Λf and Λw of each constituent field, hence Λfw = Λf +Λw, where
Λf is the Lagrangian density of fluid flow free from the TW-field and Λw is that of the
TW-field given by (33). In view of the linearity of the energy-momentum tensor with
respect to each constituent Lagrangian density, total energy-momentum tensor T αβfw is
given by linear combination of T αβf and T
αβ
w : namely T
αβ
fw = T
αβ
f + T
αβ
w . Assuming no
external force acting on the whole system, the basic governing equation is described by
∂αT
αβ
fw = 0. Hence we have
∂αT
αβ
f + ∂αT
αβ
w = ∂αT
αβ
f + ∂αΘ
αβ
w = 0, (45)
(Scofield & Huq (2014) §3), where T αβf and Θαβw are given by (13) and (39) respectively.
Thus, we obtain the energy equation of the combined system by setting β = 0 as
∂t[ρ(
1
2
v2 + ei) + w] + div (q
(0)
f + qfP) = 0. (46)
where q
(0)
f and qfP are defined by (6) and (31) respectively. Setting β = k, the momentum
equation ∂αT
αk
f + ∂αΘ
αk
w = 0 (k = 1, 2, 3) of the combined system takes the following
form:
∂t(ρv + g) +∇ · (Π +M) = 0. (47)
where (13) is used for the fluid part, while (39) is used for the wave part.
The equation of fluid flow under interaction with the wave field is obtained by
substituting (38) into (45) as
∂αT
αβ
f = −jλ F
λβ
, (48)
(note −F λβ = F βλ). For the space part (β = k), the lhs is given by (15), whereas the
rhs is given by the rhs of (43) (for β = k) with −1 multiplied. Thus, we obtain the
momentum equation for each of the fluid system and wave system as
∂t(ρv) +∇ ·Π = FL, (49)
∂tg +∇ ·M = − FL, (50)
FL[a] = ρ e+ j × b, (51)
respectively, where the second equation is the equation ∂αΘ
αβ
w = jλ F
λβ
of (38) itself. The
equation (49) was given by Scofield & Huq (2014). The term FL expresses the Lorentz-
force-like interaction between the two field components, and Π = (Πij) is given by (7).
The energy equation for each of the fluid system and wave system is obtained by
substituting (14) to the lhs of (48), and rhs of (41) to its rhs of (48) with −1 multiplied.
Thus,
∂t[ρ(
1
2
v2 + ei)] + div (q
(0)
f ) = j · e, (52)
∂twe + div qfP = − j · e, (53)
where ei is the internal energy which varies thermodynamically by absorbing heat liberated
by dynamical and dissipative mechanisms occurring within the system. The current flux
j consists of the convection current jc = ρv and the drift current jd (see §2.3.2):
j = jc + jd, (54)
The second term jd leads to the energy dissipation jd ·e = QD, while the term jc · e from
the former jc denotes energy transfer between the FF-field and TW-field without energy
loss.
Owing to the dissipation terms Qvis and QD, the entropy equation (10) must be
modified, and a new entropy equation is given by
ρT
D
Dt
s = Qvis +QD +QT , (55)
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where D/Dt = ∂t + v · ∇, and Qvis is defined by (11). For derivation of this equation, see
Appendix Appendix B. In regard to the heating due to the turbulence Darcy effect, the
sections §2.3.2 and §7 consider more details.
2.3.2. Current flux j The current flux j of (54) consists of two components. The
second component jd, called a drift current, contributes to enhanced energy dissipation in
turbulent flows. The drift current jd is considered to emerge in turbulent state agitated
with intense vorticity causing strong local acceleration, which is regarded as existing
inherently in turbulent medium. This current is a reaction of the fluid in response to the
local acceleration caused by the field e.
Regarding the TW-field, its energy source (or loss) is given by the right hand side of
(53):
S[j] = −j · e = −ρv · e− jd · e. (56)
In regard to the second term jd · e, it is proposed that the drift current jd is defined as a
current component driven directly by the fluid-electric field e. Hence, the current vector
jd should be a function of e and vanishes when e = 0. Assuming statistical isotropy of
fluctuating components of the turbulence field, the above implies that the vector jd (a
polar vector) is related to e (a polar vector) by a linear relation:
jd = σe, (57)
where σ is assumed to be a constant or a scalar field depending on x and t. This is
analogous to the Darcy current through a porous medium when the pressure gradient acts
on a viscous fluid existing in the porosity. This is a turbulence Darcy effect and called
’D-effect’. The turbulent medium is composed of a number of turbulent eddies behaving
like a porous medium. Also, this law resembles the Ohm’s law in the electromagnetism.
This is called fluid Ohm’s law.
It is essential to recognize that the contribution from this jd to the source S is
negative:
Sd ≡ −jd · e = −σ|e|2 < 0, (58)
if σ > 0. Thus, the present theory is equipped with a new mechanism of dissipation (if
σ > 0), called D-effect. Moreover, it is remarkable, shown in §7.1, that this mechanism
leads to the dissipation law analogous to that of the eddy-viscosity models. Note that the
rate of heating QD = jd · e = σ|e|2 yields the entropy increase.
3. Excitation of TW field
Transverse waves of phase velocity ct are excited when the current flux j is time-dependent
or rotational, according to (23) and (24) of §2.2.1:[
∇2 − c−2t ∂ 2t
]
e = µ ∂tj + ǫ
−1∇ρ,
[
∇2 − c−2t ∂ 2t
]
h = −∇× j.
Also, density non-uniformity (∇ρ) excites the wave e. In addition, under the Lorenz
condition ∇ · a+ c−2t ∂tφa = 0, the fields of vector-potential a and scalar-potential φa are
excited by j and ρ′ = ρ− ρ respectively (see (27)):[
∇2 − c−2t ∂ 2t
]
a = −µ j,
[
∇2 − c−2t ∂ 2t
]
φa = −ǫ−1ρ′.
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3.1. Governing equations modified in the presence of TW-field
Governing equations of an incompressible fluid of the current theory are presented in
Appendix Appendix C.1 in the absence of TW-field (for convenience of later formulation),
where the operator NS[v] is defined by
NS[v] ≡ ∂tv + (v · ∇)v +∇Pv − ν∇2v, (59)
where Pv = pv/ρ with pv the pressure field associated with the v-field, and both of the
density ρ and kinematic viscosity ν are assumed constant. The flow field is governed by
NS[v] = 0 in the absence of TW-field.
Let us investigate how this is modified in the coupled system. Now the FF-momentum
equation (49) of the combined system reduces to the following modified NS-type equation:
NS[v] = fL[a], fL[a] = e + ρ
−1j × b, (60)
e = −∂ta−∇φa, b = ∇× a, (61)
where the mass conservation equation (3) is used, and the suffix a is added to φ in order
to make clear its definition as a potential of TW-wave. From (60), the vector field e
has obviously the same [acceleration] dimension as NS[v], the physical dimension of a is
[velocity] and that of b is [vorticity].¶ The total current flux is represented as
j = jc + jd = ρ(v + vd), ρ
−1j = vt = v + vd, (62)
where vt is the total velocity, and jd/ρ has a dimension of velocity denoted by vd for
brevity.
We consider channel flows or boundary-layer flows in the cartesian frame of reference
with x, y and z denoting streamwise, normal and spanwise coordinates respectively. In
addition. pipe flows with a circular cross-section are also considered. The flow fields to be
studied here are streaky wall flows perturbed by waves, or turbulent wall flows combined
with TW field.
Two neighboring flow fields are denoted by U and v = U + w having similar
vortex structures or similar coherent structures, where U is a time-independent vector
field representing a steady flow or mean part of turbulent flow. The second part w
represents a time-dependent component of either (a) infinitesimal perturbation or (b)
irregular turbulent field.
Let us consider how we can apply the present formulation of fluid flows coupled
with a TW wave field to time-dependent wall-bounded flows, characterized with streaky
structures which are turbulent, We consider three specific examples of U = (U, 0, 0): (i)
a steady laminar channel flow or boundary-layer flow, for which U = U(y); (ii) a steady
streaky flow with streamwise vortices, for which U = Us(y, z); and (iii) a turbulent
channel flow expressed by the mean flow U = Uturb(y).
Let us rewrite the equation (60) in such a way as the equation (C.6) was derived
from NS[v] = 0. The equation (60) is transformed to the following form:
NS[U ] + ∂tw = e−∇(φw) + v × ωw +w ×Ω+ vt × b+ ν∇2w. (63)
where φw is defined below (C.5) with u replaced with w, ωw = ∇×w, and vt = v+vd =
U +w + vd.
¶ Denoting the physical dimension of length, time and mass by L, T and M , the vector fields a, e and
b have the dimension: LT−1, LT−2 and T−1 respectively. In view of eqn. (17), the dimensions of the
vectors d and h are ML−2 and ML−1T−1 respectively. From the relation (22), the parameters ǫ and µ
have the dimensions ML−3T 2 and M−1L1 respectively. Hence the product ǫµ = c 2t has the dimension
L−2T 2. Thus it is seen that ct has the dimension of velocity.
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3.2. Equation of a combined field wa ≡ U +w + a
3.2.1. Derivation Let us consider a dynamical mechanism of generation of the TW-field.
We are interested in a flow-dynamics and an energy channel, through which an energy is
extracted from the v-field and the same amount of energy is transmitted to the a-field.
Because of simplicity of arguments, the fluid is assumed incompressible in the undisturbed
state.
Let us rewrite the modified NS equation (63) of the coupled system. By using the
total velocity vt = v + vd defined by (62) and v = U +w, the equation (63) is rewritten
as
NS[U ] = fL[w + a] +w ×Ω+ vd × b+ ν∇2w, (64)
fL[w + a] ≡ −∂t(w + a)−∇(φw + φa) + v × (ωw + b). (65)
where the explicit expression of NS[U ] is given by using the definition (C.2) of Appendix
C:
NS[U ] = ∂tU +Ω×U +∇(PU + 12 |U |2)− ν∇2U .
Substituting (65) to the modified NS equation (64), we obtain
NS[U ] + ∂t(w + a) + (ωw + ωa)× v + ωU ×w +∇(φw + φa) = vd × b+ ν∇2w, (66)
where ωa = b = ∇ × a, and φw = Pv − PU + 12 (|v|2 − |U |2). In this equation, it is
observed that first two terms of NS[U ] and middle three terms (i.e. ∂t(w + a), (ωw +
ωa)× v, ωU ×w) of lhs of (66) are arranged as follows:
∂twa + (∇×wa)×wa − (∇×wa)× a,
where wa = U +w + a = v + a. Hence, the lhs of (66) is given by
[ lhs of (66) ] = ∂twa + (wa · ∇)wa +∇Pwa − (∇×wa)× a− ν∇2U ,
where Pwa = φa + Pv +
1
2 (v
2 − w2). Therefore, the equation (66) reduces to
∂twa + (wa · ∇)wa +∇Pwa = (∇×wa)× a+ vd × b+ ν∇2v, (67)
where wa = v + a = U + w + a. Thus, the equation of coupled system, i.e.modified
NS-type equation of (60), is first transformed to (64), and finally reduced to (67). From
this, one can derive interesting equations for two particular cases.
(i) If the a-field is absent, the equation (67) reduces to the usual NS equation for
wa = v:
NS[v] = 0 : equivalently, ∂tv + (v · ∇)v +∇Pv = ν∇2v. (68)
(ii) If all the terms on the right hand side are neglected, it reduces to an equation
of Euler-type. In fact, last two terms of rhs are those causing dissipation, while the first
term vanishes if a ‖ ∇ ×wa. If we can omit all of those rhs terms, we obtain
∂twa + (wa · ∇)wa +∇Pwa = 0, wa = v + a. (69)
This implies that the Euler equation can absorb the a-field and is transformed to the
equation of the combined field wa = v + a as far as a ‖ ∇ ×wa.
3.2.2. Infinitesimal a-field (a possible case of excitation) Infinitesimal a-field may be
exited without appreciable opposing reaction. In fact, suppose that we have unperturbed
steady flow field U in the absence of TW-field, and consider excitation of an infinitesimal
a-field in the flow field. This results in excitation of two infinitesimal fields w and a. The
second term of rhs of (67) is O(|a|2) (assuming |vd| =O(|a|)), which is higher order and
neglected. By the same approximation, the first term is approximated as (∇ ×U) × a.
Thus we have
∂t(v + a) + (v + a) · ∇(v + a) +∇Pwa = (∇×U)× a+ ν∇2v, (70)
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from (67) neglecting terms of O(|a|2) and O(|a||w|). If the a-field is excited to the
direction parallel to ∇ × U , the first term on rhs can be neglected too. Resulting
differential equation reduces to
∂twa + (wa · ∇)wa = −∇Pwa + ν∇2v, (71)
where wa = U +u+a. This is approximated by NS[wa] = 0 as far as ν∇2a is negligibly
small, implying that the governing equation is insensitive whether an infinitesimal a-field
exists or not. It appears that the a-field may have a high affinity with the FF-field and
may be excited without appreciable opposing reaction from the flow as far as a ‖ ∇×U .
3.3. Dynamical excitation of TW-field
From the energy consideration, dynamical excitation of a-field is investigated here. For
that purpose, let us take scalar product of v with (60). Then we have
vk NS[v]k = vk (fL[a])k, . (72)
Using (C.2), the left hand side is transformed to
vk NS[v]k = ∂t(
1
2 v
2) +∇ · Tm +Dν , (73)
Tm ≡ (12 v2 + Pv) v − ν∇(12 v2), Dν = ν(∂lvk)2(≥ 0),
where the solenoidal condition ∇·v = 0 and the identity vk ∂ 2l vk = ∂l(vk ∂lvk)−(∂lvk)2 are
used. We integrate the equation (72) over a simply connected 3-dimensional volume V3
in the fluid, enclosed by 2-dimensional boundary surface ∂V3 (chosen arbitrarily). Thus,
we obtain
d
dt
Kv +Dvis = Wf [v,a] + I∂V3 , (74)
Kv =
∫
V3
1
2 v
2 d3x, Dvis =
∫
V3
Dν d
3x, (75)
(see §Appendix C.2 for the current theory without a-field), where the integral Kv is the
total kinetic energy of the flow field v in V3, the term Wf [v,a] is explained just below,
and the term Dvis denotes the bulk rate of viscous dissipation of energy Kv in V3. The
term I∂V3 denotes integration over the surface ∂V3, obtained from integrating the term
like ∂k(·) over V3, but those surface integrals are neglected here and below.
The integral Wf [v,a] is defined by
Wf [v,a] =
∫
V3
vk (fL[a])k d
3x, (76)
If Wf [v,a] < 0, then the a-field would be produced. This is confirmed in the following
way. By the definition, we have fL[a] = e+ (v + vd)× b with using (62). Hence,
v · fL[a] = v · e+ v · (vd × b) ≈ v · e (to the order of |a|), (77)
since vd = (σ/ρ)e (see (57)) and |vd × b| =O(|a|2).
In regard to the TW-field a, its energy source is given by the right hand side of (53):
S[j] ≡ −j · e = −ρv · e− ρvd · e, j = jc + jd, (78)
where jc = ρv and jd = ρvd. Magnitude of the second term |ρvd · e| is O(|a|2), and
hence can be neglected. Up to the first order of |a|, the equation (76) implies that,
if Wf [v,a] < 0, the term v · e is dominated by negative values, and hence that the
energy source of TW-field S[j] = −ρv · e is dominated by positive values. Therefore, an
infinitesimal a-field is excited according to (53), while the energy of FF-field is damped
according to (74). Once the TW-field is sufficiently developed, the second term −ρvd · e
of (78) would become significant, which is negative by (58) (see §4.2), resisting growth of
TW-field, i.e. a part of TW-energy is dissipated by the second term. In §5.3 and §6.4, a
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sustaining process of the TW-field is studied by solving a model equation in which there
are mechanisms of energy pumping and dissipation.
Thus it is seen that there exist both of flow mechanism from momentum aspect
(§3.2.2) and energy-feeding mechanism of this section for the TW-field by extracting
energy from the FF-field. Once energy is transferred to the TW-field, some of the energy is
transformed into heat and dissipated. However, total energy is conserved if all components
of kinetic energy, internal energy (including entropy increase) and TW energy are counted,
which is expressed by (46) and (55) taking account of the thermodynamics.
3.4. An infinitesimal a-field and energy source
Let us consider the above mechanism by taking example of steady flows U(x) = (U, 0, 0)
in the x-direction, satisfying NS[U ] = 0. They are either (i) a steady laminar flow with
U = U(y), or (ii) a steady streaky flow Us with U = Us(y, z) having nonzero streamwise
vorticity ((∇×Us)x 6= 0). Suppose that the flow U is perturbed with a small fluctuation
u(x, t), and an infinitesimal a-field is growing by extracting energy from the basic flow
U .
In the equation (66) derived from NS[U + u] = fL[a] of (60), the first term
NS[U ] disappears by the assumption (where u is used instead of w with assuming to
be infinitesimal). Retaining only the terms linear with respect to u and a and neglecting
the viscosity term, the equation (66) reduces to
∂t(u+ a) + (ωu + ωa)×U − u× (∇×U) +∇(φu + φa) = 0. (79)
This is solved by
a(x, t) = −u(x, t) +∇ψ, ∇(∂tψ + φu + φa) = u× (∇×U). (80)
It is seen that the a-field (given by a = −u + ∇ψ) is excited by counteracting the
perturbation field u. From the energy equation (53), the convection current jc =
ρ(U + u) ≈ ρU is regarded as a source to excite the TW-field by the term,
Sc[jc] = −jc · e ≈ −ρU · e ≈ ρU · ∂ta, (81)
(neglecting U ·∇φa and higher order terms). Hence, if the field a is excited to the direction
of U , i.e. if U · ∂ta > 0, then we have Sc > 0. This would induce positive value of ∂twe
where we is the TW-energy density. Thus, the wave energy we grows according to (53).
Note that if the field a is periodic with respect to time t (considered in the next
section), time average of the ρU ·∂ta over a periodic time vanishes and other terms come
into play.
3.5. Transient growth mechanism exciting a-field
By the scenario of transient growth of disturbances (Gustavsson 1991; Butler & Farrell
1992; Henningson, Lundbladh & Johansson 1993; Trefethen, Trefethen, Reddy &
Driscoll 1993), perturbation modes can grow sufficiently even for conditions under which
disturbance modes are stable with respect to linearized dynamical systems associated with
laminar shear flows such as plane Poiseuille flow or plane Couette flow. This growth occurs
in the absence of nonlinear effects and can be as large as O(103) times of initial energy.
Then afterward, nonlinear mechanisms are expected to work for the growing modes to
develop into turbulent states. This scenario is different from the normal stability theory
in which the disturbance mode under investigation grows or decays exponentially with
respect to time. The transient growth mechanism is explained by the non-normality of
the governing linear operator and the non-orthogonality of the eigenfunctions of the linear
problem. The transient growth is sometimes said to be a bypass transition.
For the plane Poiseuille flow, eigenvalue analysis of the normal stability theory
predicts a critical Reynolds number Rc = 5772 at which exponential temporal instability
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should set in, while the plane Couette flow is predicted to be stable for all values of
Reynolds numbers. The optimal perturbations in the former transient growth scenario
are not of normal-mode form of the standard stability theory, and those which grow the
most divert the basic flow energy into the perturbation to grow by as much as three orders
of magnitude (i.e. about 103 times the initial energy) (Butler & Farrell 1992).
In the laboratory experiments, it is known that transition from a steady laminar
state to a state of disturbance waves is observed at Reynolds numbers much less than
the critical value for transition according to the linear stability theory of normal-mode
analysis. The optimal perturbation of the transient-growth scenario provides us with
examples of small disturbances that grow rapidly and robustly in shear flows as much as
two or three orders of magnitudes.
The analysis of the previous section §3.4 implies that there exists an excitation
mechanism of the a-field by this transient growth scenario, because the streamwise velocity
u predicts a streamwise a-field by the first of (80). The rate of change of the wave energy
w of a-field is given by (81). Its rhs can be positive locally where the a-field is growing to
the direction of U (and reversed at the other phase). This is in fact the case (see §6.2.1).
Thus, the TW field can be excited in shear flows by the transient growth scenario.
4. Energy and momentum budgets of TW-field
4.1. Mechanical properties of TW-waves
Mechanical properties of the TW-field are described by the conservation equations of
energy and momentum, (42) and (44) respectively. In particular, the right hand sides of
both equations give the sources of energy and momentum of the TW-field. Thus, the TW-
field is characterized by the following important properties: (i) a TW-wave has its own
energy and momentum. This reminds us of the particle-like property of electromagnetic
waves which yields the photon in the quantum physics. (ii) the TW-wave acts on the fluid
flow by the Lorentz force term ρfL, and (iii) the wave gains energy or loses it, depending
on the sign of the source term j · e, possibly loses it by the term jd · e (which is positive
definite, §4.2).
The TW-wave of the property (i) explains its robustness and long-living within
turbulent environment. It keeps long unless it loses (changes) momentum and energy
by interaction with other components by the properties (ii) and (iii). An experimental
evidence is seen in Hussain & Reynolds (1970, 1972)
Mechanical consequences of the Lorentz acceleration fL have been studied already
in the previous section 3. It is found in §3.2 that there exists certainly a flow dynamics
exciting the TW-field, and also in §3.3 that there exists a mechanism of energy-feeding
to the TW-field by extracting energy from the FF-field. Once energy is transferred to the
TW-field, some of the energy is dissipated into heat. This is investigated next.
4.2. Energy source and dissipation
Regarding the TW-field, its energy source (or loss) is given by the right hand side of (42):
S[j] = −j · e = −ρv · e− jd · e. (82)
The current flux is expressed as j = ρv + jd by (78). If S[j] > 0 (or < 0), it is a gain (or
a loss). However, the first of (17) gives another expression for j by
j = µ−1∇× b− ǫ ∂te. (83)
where d = ǫ e and h = µ−1b. Bulk energy source of the TW-field due to the current j is
defined by the integration of S[j] of (82) over a volume V :
S[ j] ≡ −
∫
V
j · e d3x = d
dt
∫
V
we d
3x, (84)
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where we is the energy density defined in (30). The last expression is obtained as follows.
Substituting the rhs of (83) to j in the first integral, the integrand is
−(µ−1∇× b− ǫ ∂te) · e = −µ−1(∇× b) · e+ 12 ǫ ∂t(e · e) ). (85)
Replacing e of the first term on rhs with its definition −∂ta−∇φa, and integrating the
resulting expression µ−1(∇ × b) · (∂ta + ∇φa) by parts and neglecting terms of surface
integration, we find the first term of (85) reduces to∫
V
µ−1b · ∂tb d3x =
∫
V
1
2 µ
−1∂t(b · b) d3x.
Using ǫ e = d and µ−1b = h, we obtain finally the rhs of (84).
The second term of (82), i.e.Sd = −jd ·e, describes dissipation if the turbulence-Darcy
effect jd = σe is taken into account: Sd = −σ|e|2 < 0 (see (58)). This effect influences
wave propagation as damping of wave amplitude. This damping effect is considered in
the sections §7.1 and 7.2. It is remarkable to find that the expression (84) leads to an
expression analogous to that of eddy viscosity models. Namely, the turbulence-Darcy
effect can describe the enhanced dissipation analogous to the eddy viscosity models.
4.3. Momentum exchange
When the TW-field a is excited, a small fluid particle of density ρ in turbulence is acted
on by the force FL = ρfL of (49) and (50), with its acceleration fL[a] defined by
fL[a] = e+ ρ
−1j × b, e = −∂ta−∇φa, b = ∇× a. (86)
Conversely, the TW-field receives back reaction from the FF-field by the force −FL[a],
which gives the rate of change of the momentum density g ≡ d× b of (50).
Thus, the TW-field could be a dynamically active agent working in the turbulence
field, and possibly long-living robustly within turbulent flow unless interaction modifies
it.
4.4. Energy supply by phase shift due to periodic perturbation
In parallel with the momentum exchange of §4.3, energy is also supplied from the FF-
field to the TW-field by S[ρv] ≡ −ρ(U + u) · e, neglecting the dissipation term −jd · e,
considered in §2.3.2. There are two source terms of S[ρU ] = −ρU ·e and S[ρu] = −ρu ·e.
Here, we are interested in the second term only, because the energy supply by the term
S[ρU ] is already considered in §3.4 and also because S[ρU ] does not give net effect if the
flow U is steady and the field e is periodic with respect to time and in addition if time
average is taken.
In the presence of the periodic perturbations of u(t) and a(t), energy is supplied
to the TW-field when u · e < 0. In §5.3 below, we will see that the drift current
causes a phase shift between the two fields u and a. If there is a phase shift such that
u(t) = −D a(t − δ) for a small positive δ and a positive constant D, then we have
u(t)/D = −a(t) + δ ∂ta+O(ε2) by expansion, and the source term ρ−1S[ρu] divided by
D is given by
(ρD)−1S[ρu] = −(D)−1u · e = − a · ∂ta+ δ |e|2 +O(ε2) = −12 ∂t|a|2 + δ |e|2 +O(ε2),(87)
where e = −∂ta is used, assuming that φa is constant (see §5, below (113)). Time average
of the first term 12 ∂t|a|2 over a period vanishes, whereas time average of the second term
ε|e|2 gives a positive energy gain of the wave field if δ > 0. Thus, existence of the phase
shift enables energy supply from the flow field to the TW-field.
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5. Traveling waves and wave dynamics (large scale motion)
In §3, we considered possible dynamical mechanisms of excitation of TW-waves.
According to the review of recent observations in §1 (b) and (c), transverse traveling
waves are triggered either by a transiently amplified disturbance (but decaying later) or
by a packet of hairpins appearing spontaneously in wall shear layer.
In the first section §5.1, we investigate propagation of TW-waves traveling through
channel turbulence, and in the subsection §5.1.2, we describe two large scales LSM and
VLSM, which are characteristic features of the energy spectrum at low wave numbers,
observed experimentally in wall turbulence. In the section §5.2, spatial and temporal
damping during the propagation are investigated. The section 5.3 considers wave
dynamics of growth and decay, and its subsection §5.3.2 describes an interesting property
that the resistive drift current jd = σe causes a phase shift between the flow perturbation
ux(t) and the wave field ax(t), enabling energy transfer from the flow field to the wave
field.
5.1. Waves traveling through turbulence and large scales
5.1.1. Wave equation Let us consider wave propagation through turbulent flows along
a plane channel (its channel width 2h). The waves traveling through the turbulence are
governed by the equations (23) and (24), where the relations d = ǫ e and h = µ−1b are
assumed. This problem may be reduced to that of the wave guide filled with a medium
characterized by the parameters ǫ and µ, assumed constant. The density is also assumed
constant (for simplicity): ρ =const. In §2.2.1, we defined
e = −∂ta−∇φa, b = ∇× a, d = ǫe, h = µ−1b. (88)
By (21) and (17), these are governed by
∇× e = −µ ∂th, ∇× h = ǫ ∂te+ jc + jd, (89)
where j = jc+jd. Owing to the drift current jd, there is damping in the wave propagation.
Using (57) and taking curl of the two equations of (89) and noting the identity (ii) at the
footnote below Eq. (C.2), the above two equations are transformed to
∇2e−c−2∂ 2t e = µ ∂tjc+µσ∂te, ∇2h−c−2∂ 2t h = −∇×jc+µσ∂th, (90)
since ∇(∇ · e) = ǫ−1∇ ρ = 0 (by the assumption) and ∇(∇ · h) = 0, where
c = 1/
√
ǫµ , (91)
is the phase speed of the wave.† Corresponding wave equation of a and φa are given by
(27): [∇2 − c−2∂ 2t ]a = −µ j and [∇2 − c−2t ∂ 2t ]φa = 0.
Each of the lhs (left hand side) expresses wave propagation of e (or h) with a phase
speed c. The propagation proceeds under the two effects on the rhs: (i) damping effect
expressed by µσ∂te (or µσ∂th) and (ii) wave source expressed by the term µ ∂tjc (or
−∇× jc). Neglecting those two effects, we obtain the wave equations for e (or h):
∇2e− c−2∂ 2t e = 0, ∇2h− c−2∂ 2t h = 0. (92)
Suppose that this unforced (i.e. natural) wave is propagating one-dimensionally, along
the streamwise direction denoted by the x-axis with a frequency ω, and that the wave
amplitude is expressed by a factor proportional to ei(k0x−ωt), representing a travelling
wave of the wave length λ0 = 2π/k0. The channel cross-section (with h its half-width)
is described by the wall-normal y and spanwise z coordinates where 0 < y < 2h. Let
us define the wave amplitude Ψ to denotes one of the components of e (or h) and is
represented by a form of traveling wave,
Ψ = A(y, z) ei(k0x−ωt), (wave speed, wave length) = ( c, λ0 ). (93)
Namely, this describes a wave of wavelength λ0 propagating naturally through a turbulent
shear flow with the phase speed c.
† The speed c is used instead of ct in §5 for simplicity
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Two large scales: LSM and VLSM
5.1.2. Large scale motions: experimental aspects Recent experiment studies of shear flow
turbulence (§1(c)) recognize existence of two large scales of the streaky structures: LSM
(large-scale motions) and VLSM (very-large-scale motions), characterizing the streamwise
streaks and long meandering structures.
It is generally accepted that the streamwise scale lp of the vortex packets consisting
of hairpin-like structures in the wall shear layer characterizes the scale LSM. This would
trigger generation of waves extending over the whole cross-section in the surrounding
space. It is proposed that the wave length of the traveling wave, λ = 2π/k0 of (93), is of
the order of the channel half-width h which is supposed to be the LSM observed in the
experiments. Thus,
LSM : λlsm = h ∼ 3h ≈ λ0 = 2π/k0. (94)
This defines a natural frequency intrinsic to the LSM phenomenon: ω0 = c k0 ≈ 2π c/λlsm.
Furthermore, the wave propagation is modulated by another waves of longer
wavelengths. In this regard, the study of Del A´lamo & Jime´nez (2006)‡ is worth being
mentioned. They found that there exist two scales of disturbances in turbulent channel
flow which are transiently amplified sufficiently according to linear perturbation equations:
one corresponds to sublayer scale and the other to the larger-scale structure spanning the
full channel. Their study hints that the sublayer scale disturbance grows self-similarly in
the logarithmic layer (at the overlap region) up to the scale of vortex packets, namely up
to LSM. It is likely that the second larger-scale of the waves amplified by the transient
growth corresponds to the VLSM scale:
VLSM : 15h ∼ 20h. (95)
This observation is considered in §6 again. The whole length of the TW-wave train should
be finite because of its damping effect owing to the D-effect to be considered in the next
section.
5.2. Propagation under damping effects
We investigate wave propagation under damping effects according to (90) with the wave
form,
e, h ∝ ei(kx−ωt). (96)
Replacing ∂t with −iω (except the jc-term), the two equations of (90) are written as
∇2e+ (k 20 + iωµσ)e = µ ∂tjc, ∇2h+ (k 20 + iωµσ)h = −∇× jc, (97)
where k0 = ω/c. It is known in the corresponding wave guide problem of electromagnetism
(Appendix Appendix D; and also Jackson (1999)) that, given the convection current jc,
the y and z components of e and h in the cross-sectional plane are determined once the
axial components ex and hx are known. Therefore we consider only the x-components of
(97). The derivative ∂2x can be replaced by (ik)
2 = −k2. Thus, we obtain
(∇ 2⊥ +K2)
{
ex
hx
}
=
{
µ ∂tjc,x
−(∇× jc)x
}
, (98)
∇ 2⊥ = ∂2y + ∂2z , K2 = k 20 − k2 + iωµσ,
Similarly, the equation of ax is given by
(∇ 2⊥ +K2) ax = −µ jc,x. (99)
‡ They used a turbulent viscosity νT instead of the molecular viscosity ν to solve a modified Orr-
Sommerfeld equation. This implies that current theory should be reconsidered in order to be able to
interpret observed large-scale structures.
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5.2.1. Spatial damping Let us consider spatial damping of a traveling wave in the absence
of wave source by neglecting the term on the rhs of (98). For the purpose to account for
the damping effect owing to jd, the wave-number k is expressed with a complex form
k = kr + iki. Substituting k = kr + iki in (93), we obtain the following damped wave,
traveling to the positive x direction for ki > 0 and kr > 0:
Ψ = ψ(y) eiβz e−kix ei(krx−ωt), λ = 2π/kr, (100)
where Ψ = ex, hx or ax, and λ is its wave length, and spanwise variation Ψ ∝ eiβz is
assumed. In regard to (98), we have K2 = k 20 − (kr + iki)2+ iωµσ. Thus, the equation of
ex reduces to[
d 2y − β2 + κ 2 + i(ωµσ − 2krki)
]
ψ(y) = Sx, κ
2 = k 20 − k2r + k2i , (101)
where dy = d/dy and Sx = µ ∂tjc,x (for the ex case). If Sx = −µ jc,x is used, the equation
(101) reduces to that of ax. Suppose that the terms such as κ, β and Sx are real and that
the real part of ψ is taken (without losing generality). Then the imaginary part in the
brackets [ · · · ] is required to vanish. Hence, requirement of reality of (101) results in
ki = ωµσ/2kr = (1/2κ)µσc, κ = kr/k0, k0 ≡ ω/c. (102)
where k0 is assumed to be related to LSM (k0 = 2π/λlsm). Thus for ex, the equation (101)
reduces to [d 2y − β2 +K 2] ex(r) = µ ∂tjc,x. Now, neglecting the term µ ∂tjc,x on the rhs,
we seek a wave solution Ψ traveling purely under damping. The equation governing ψ is[
d 2y − β2 +K 2
]
ψ(y) = 0, K =
√
k20 − k2r + k2i , (103)
Thus, a general solution of damped traveling wave satisfying this is given by
Ψ(x, y, z, t) = C(y, z) e−x/d ei(krx−ωt), C(y, z) = ψ(y)eiβz. (104)
This implies that the damping distance d of the wave (wavelength λ = 2π/kr) is given by
d = 1/ki = κ
2
µσc
, κ =
kr
k0
=
λlsm
λ
, (105)
This means that larger waves (λ > λlsm) suffer stronger damping, resulting in reduced d.
5.2.2. Temporal damping Next, we consider temporal damping by using a complex
frequency ω = ωr + iωi, assuming that k is real, ωi < 0 and ωr > 0:
ex, hx ∝ eωit ei(kx−ωrt),
where the oscillation frequency is ωr. In this case, the time derivative ∂t is replaced by
−iω = −iωr + ωi. Then the term k 20 + iωµσ of (97) is replaced by
(ωr + iωi)
2/c 2 + iµσ(ωr + iωi) = c
−2(ω 2r − ω 2i )− µσωi + iωr(2ωic−2 + µσ).
Thus the requirement of reality of an equation corresponding to (101) is satisfied by
ωi = −12 c 2µσ = −c/d∗ (d∗ = 2/cµσ).
One may interpret this as follows. An initial uniform wave of wave number k decays
exponentially with a time constant,
τd = 1/|ωi| = d∗
c
=
2
µσc 2
. (106)
In this temporal-decay case, a general wave solution of the equation (98) without the rhs
forcing is a traveling wave (to the positive x), given by
Ψ = ψ(y)eiβz e−t/τd ei(kx−ωrt), (107)
with a characteristic decay time τd = d∗/c.
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5.2.3. Wave excitation as a boundary value problem Let us try to consider the wave
excitation as a boundary value problem. Suppose that a packet of hairpin-like structure
in the local wall layer was formed at a section around x = 0, and that this triggered
to excite transverse waves spanning the whole cross section. Subsequent development is
modeled as a boundary value problem of the first equation of (90) for the field e:
∇2e− c−2t ∂ 2t e = µσ∂te, for x > 0 (or x < 0). (108)
where the source term ∂tjc on the rhs is omitted by the understanding that a wave was
excited by the action at a small section localized around x = 0, and that there is no forcing
source for x > 0. It is assumed that waves are excited at a single angular frequency ω for
simplicity.
We try to find a solution of (108) for x > 0, satisfying the boundary conditions of
ex and ∂xex at x = 0: ex(t)|x=0 = C(y, z) e−iωt, and ∂xex(t)|x=0 = ik C(y, z) e−iωt, where
real parts of rhs are understood for their physical expression. Its solution is immediately
found as
ex(x, t) = C(y, z) e
−x/d ei(krx−ωt) (x > 0), (109)
which satisfies the equation (108) for x > 0 and the boundary conditions at x = 0.
This solution is characterized with two scales: a wave length λ = 2π/kr and a
damping distance d = 1/ki = 2κ/(µσc) from (105) where κ = kr/k0.
5.3. Dynamical process of TW-field: Equation of growth and decay
Let us investigates the dynamical process of TW-field excited in a streaky flow U with
streamwise vorticity (§3 and §6) by deriving a model equation taking account of both
terms of energy supply and dissipation. If the wavelength λ is larger than a natural
wavelength λ0 = 2π/k0 = 2πc/ω (i.e. if λ > λ0), the TW-wave gains energy from the flow
field U + u (see §5.3.2). This could be a prolongation mechanism. Namely, if there is
no supply from the FF-field, the traveling wave just decays with a time constant τd. If
there is energy supply for perturbations of long wavelength from the FF-field owing to
the effect of phase shift, the decay time is prolonged as τ > τd.
5.3.1. Wave equation with forcing terms Once the TW-field is developed sufficiently,
the second dissipative term of (78) would become significant. In order to investigate this
situation, let us consider the first of equation (17) (or the second of (89)) with d = ǫe
and j = ρ(U + u) + jd:
−ǫ ∂te + curlh = ρU + ρu+ jd, jd = σe, (110)
by (57), under the condition of ρ =const and div v = 0 for the sake of simplicity. This
reduces to curlh0 = ρU , for unperturbed state v = U(x) which is assumed to be time-
independent in the absence of perturbations (i.e.u = 0 and a = 0). The field h0 solving
this is a steady vector potential induced by the steady current U .
In the presence of perturbations, by setting h = h0 + µ
−1b, the above equation
becomes
−ǫ ∂te + (1/µ) curl b = ρu+ σe. (111)
Taking time derivative of both sides and using ∂tb = −curl e from (21) and multiplying
µ on both sides, one can transform (111) to the following§:
∇2e− c−2∂ 2t e = µρ ∂tu+ µσ∂te, (112)
§ curl ∂tb = −curl(curl e) = ∇2e since ∇(∇·e) = ǫ−1∇(∇·d) = ǫ−1∇ρ = 0 by the assumption ρ =const.
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where c = 1/
√
ǫµ. The first term on rhs can act as a wave source, while the second
term acts as damping. In view of vanishing density perturbation ρ′ = 0 (assumed), the
perturbation part of the second equation of (17) reduces to
div e′ = −∂tdiva′ −∇2φ′ = 0. (113)
where e′ = −∂ta′ −∇φ′. By the Lorenz condition diva′ + c−2 ∂tφ′ = 0 of (26), the above
becomes c−2 ∂2t φ
′ −∇2φ′ = 0. One can assume φ′ =const and we have e = −∂ta.
Energy is supplied to the TW-field when u · e < 0 (§4.4). Suppose that the state
is maintained for some period in the presence of periodic perturbation waves of u(t) and
a(t). Taking the x-component of (112):
∇2ex − c−2∂ 2t ex = µρ ∂tux + µσ∂tex, (114)
where the variables ex and ux denote the x-components of e and u. The drift current
term σex on rhs causes a phase shift between ux and ex. This is studied next.
5.3.2. Phase shift caused by the drift current and energy supply The drift current jd = σe
causes a phase shift between the flow perturbation u(t) and the TW-field a(t). Let us
consider monochromatic perturbation waves represented by
u(t,x) = u0 e
iθ, e(t,x) = e0 e
iθ, a(t,x) = a0 e
iθ, (115)
where θ = ωt− kx. The coefficients a0 and u0 are complex constants in general and may
take different phase arguments. Choosing appropriate origins of t and x, the coefficient
a0 can be assumed to be real without losing generality, while u0 may be a complex. Thus,
phase difference between a and u are taken into account naturally. Since e = −∂ta, we
have e0 = −iωa0. Hence, the field ex is linearly-related to ax: ex = −iωax.
In addition, because of the linear form of the differential equation (114), one can
assume a linear relation as well between ux and ax as ux = iωC ax with C a complex
constant to be determined. Thus, by eliminating ux and ex with using this and
ex = −iωax, the equation (114) reduces to (after dividing both sides by iω),
−∇2ax + c−2∂ 2t ax = cρC ∂tax − cσ ∂tax, (116)
where cρ = µρ and cσ = µσ. A solution to (116) is sought with a wave form of
ax ∝ ei(ωt−kx) traveling to the x-direction. Substituting ax = (ax)0 ei(ωt−kx) into (116),
and rearranging the resulting equation, we find an equation to determine the unknown
constant C. Thus,
iω C = − 1
cρ
(k 20 − k2 − i ωcσ) ≡ −D e−i ωδ, (117)
k0 = ω/c, δ ≡ 1
ω
tan−1 [(ωcσ)/(k
2
0 − k2)], D ≡
1
cρ
√
(k 20 − k2)2 + (ωcσ)2. (118)
If k < k0, we have δ > 0 (for sufficiently small value of cσ), and the perturbation
wavelength λ = 2π/k is larger than the natural wavelength λ0 = 2π/k0. Thus it is
found that
ux(t,x) = iωC ax = −D e−i ωδ(a0)xei(ωt−kx) = −D ax(t− δ,x). (119)
This is the relation investigated in §4.4, and the existence of such a phase shift enables
energy supply from the flow field to the TW-field. Since cσ = µσ, the phase shift δ defined
by (118) is caused by non-zero value of the constant σ of the fluid-Ohm’s law (57) (in
other word, D-effect). This implies that, if the perturbation wavelength λ is larger than
the natural one λ0, the wave field e gains energy from the flow field u, according to §4.4.
If k > k0 on the other hand, we have δ < 0, and the perturbation wavelength
λ = 2π/k is smaller than λ0 = 2π/k0. The energy flow is reversed such that it is from the
TW-field to the flow field if the perturbation wavelength is sufficiently short.
Anyway, the resistive drift current jd = σe causes the phase shift between the flow
perturbation ux(t) and the wave field potential ax(t).
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6. Streaky wall turbulence
One of the important areas of application of the present formulation would be the streaky
shear-flow turbulence. To begin with, we first review some experimental facts which are
well-known but viewed from the light of the present scenario, in which significance of the
travelling wave component is emphasized. In §3.5, we considered the transient growth
mechanism of small disturbance waves in laminar shear flows as being possible seeds for
turbulent motions in channel flows. When we consider the streaky channel turbulence,
we cannot proceed without mentioning the scenario of transient growth mechanism
(Gustavsson 1991; Butler & Farrell 1992; Henningson, Lundbladh & Johansson 1993;
Trefethen, Trefethen, Reddy & Driscoll 1993) for laminar wall flows.
The streaks in actual turbulence are wavy and non-uniform, and surrounded by a sea
of incoherent turbulent motions. For turbulent shear flows too, the transient amplification
mechanism was investigated for infinitesimal disturbances. Here, two studies by Schoppa
& Hussain (2002) and Del A´lamo & Jime´nez (2006) are cited. Then we consider how
those are re-interpreted in terms of the new scenario in §6.2, §6.3 and §6.4.
The streak structure in the wall turbulence is considered to be a dissipative structure,
analogous to the convection cells in the thermal convection where thermal energy is
transferred from heated bottom to cooled top surface. In the present problem, however,
energy is transferred from the flow field to the TW-wave field and dissipated partly (§6.3).
6.1. Experimental features of wall turbulence
(a) Triple decomposition
Near-wall turbulence is characterized by streaky structures which are wavy in a sea of
turbulent fluctuations. In early times of experimental studies of turbulent shear flows,
Hussain & Reynolds (1970, 72, 75) investigated channel flows which were fully developed
turbulence and in addition excited weakly by a periodically vibrating ribbon. Thus by
introducing a weak sinusoidal wave at an upstream position and then extracting signals
of weak periodic motions at downstream stations from the background turbulent flow,
they expressed the detected time-dependent signal f(t) with a triple decomposition,
consisting of (i) time-averaged mean component f , (ii) time-periodic component f˜p, and
(iii) incoherent turbulent fluctuation f ′:
f(t) = f + f˜p(t) + f
′(t). (120)
Magnitude of each component was as follows (Hussain & Reynolds, 1972). Regarding
the periodic component, the amplitude |f˜p| was typically about 10−3 of the mean center-
line velocity U0, or a few hundredths of the rms velocity of turbulent component |f ′|rms.
Hence the organized periodic component was very weak in the background turbulent
fluctuations.
More recently, Schoppa & Hussain (2002) proposed a triple decomposition of the
velocity field of near-wall turbulence into (i) a time-independent mean streaky flow
Us(y, z), (ii) a wavy perturbation superposed on the streak which is evolving from
the evolution (growth, vortex-dynamics, and decay) to regeneration cyclically, and (iii)
incoherent turbulence,
It is noteworthy that the periodic wave detected in the former case was long-living and
robust in the background irregularly fluctuating flow. In fact, two features are particularly
noted for this study of turbulent channel flow. First one is the robustness of the
periodic wave component just mentioned above. The present approach may support these
observations. It is one of its essential features that a TW-wave has its own momentum
and energy (§2) like the electromagnetic waves. Hence the wave keeps existing unchanged
unless it loses (changes) its momentum and energy by interaction with other components.
By such interaction, total momentum and energy of all the interacting components must
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be conserved. This explains the robustness of the periodic wave component f˜p in the
turbulent channel flow. Second one is considered in the next (b).
(b) Enhanced diffusivity and dissipation
Reynolds & Hussain (1972) found that their eddy-viscosity representation served
very well. To calculate eigenfunctions by solving their linear perturbation equation for
small disturbances in the turbulent shear flow, they took into account the wave-induced
oscillations in the Reynolds stresses. It is essential to model the interaction of the wave
component with background turbulence by a turbulent eddy-viscosity representation, for
which an empirical eddy viscosity model was used to obtain reasonable agreement with
experimental observations. This was also confirmed by the study of Del A´lamo & Jime´nez
(2006).
The present theory is equipped with an additional mechanism of enhanced
dissipation, which is described compactly in §1 (Introduction), §2.3.2, and in §7. The
dissipation is caused by a drift current jd driven by the TW-field acting on the turbulence
field (e.g. see (57), (58)). This is called the turbulence Darcy effect, in which the fluid
Lorentz force acting on the turbulent medium (consisting of a number of turbulent eddies)
plays a role, analogous to the pressure gradient acting on a viscous medium causing the
Darcy current through a porous medium. This effect is called shortly as D-effect, and
resembles the Ohm’s law in the electromagnetism.
As shown in §7.1, energy dissipation by the D-effect can be expressed in a form
analogous to the eddy-viscosity, and its magnitude is much larger than the dissipation
of molecular viscosity and comparable to that of eddy-viscosity model. Even within the
framework of current theory, there are studies (Reynolds & Hussain 1972; Del A´lamo
& Jime´nez 2006), in which the turbulent eddy diffusivities were taken into account in
linear analysis for disturbances in turbulent shear flow to obtain results consistent with
experimental observations.
6.2. Streaky channel turbulence and large scales
Two studies are particularly noted here. First one is that by Schoppa & Hussain (2002),
who proposed streak transient growth mechanism for generation of streamwise vortices in
a streaky near-wall turbulence. Second one is that by Del A´lamo & Jime´nez (2006), who
investigated the stability of the mean velocity profile of turbulent channel flow by using
an eddy viscosity, suggesting that the modes selected with the largest transient growth
could be seeds for structures of the streamwise velocity in the turbulent flow. The present
study provides a mechanism supporting these but with a new scenario. Each subsection
here gives some of supporting evidence.
A conceivable approach is a triple decomposition of the total velocity v of the
fully turbulent flow into (i) a mean flow Um(y), (ii) a wavy perturbation uw = (uj)
superposed on the mean flow, and (iii) incoherent turbulence u′. Thus, the total velocity
is v = Um + uw + u
′ = Um +w, where w = uw + u
′ is the time-dependent part. Let us
consider turbulent channel flow of an incompressible fluid of density (ρ = const), where
the mean shear flow is directed to the x-direction with the wall-normal y and spanwise
z (0 < y < 2h). Experimental studies of shear flow turbulence recognize existence of
two large scales of the streaky structures: LSM and VLSM, characterizing the streamwise
streaks and long meandering structures.
6.2.1. Transient growth mechanism of laminar channel flow In the transient growth
mechanism studied by Gustavsson (1991), Butler & Farrell (1992) and Henningson,
Lundbladh & Johansson (1993), small disturbances grow rapidly and robustly in laminar
channel flow (i.e. the plane Poiseuille flow). An initial state is usually made up of
many non-orthogonal modes, the combination of which can result in dramatic growth of
O(103) times of initial energy for three-dimensional disturbances of spanwise wavelength
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comparable with the channel width. Such disturbances that can grow sufficiently are
characterized by elongated structure in the streamwise direction (expressed by very
small or zero wavenumber in the streamwise direction). In the cross-stream section
of this disturbance, there exists spanwise variation and wall-normal variation of cross-
stream velocities which define streamwise vorticity. Once generated, perturbations with
streamwise vorticity have a significant effect on the flow through formation of streaky
structures.
In fact, Butler & Farrell (1992) gave the value β = 2.04 for the spanwise wavenumber
of the optimal perturbation (streak width, λs/h = 2π/β). The computation of Del A´lamo
& Jime´nez (2006) described in the next §6.2.2 predicts the streak width of about 3h
corresponding to their β of about 2.09. In order that the optimal perturbation wave
predicts the scales of LMS, or VLSM, its streamwise wavenumber α must take a value
close to 2 ∼ 6 from Eq.(94), or 0.3 ∼ 0.4 from Eq.(95). However, the laminar flow
(Poiseuille) profile studied by Butler & Farrell gave the optimal perturbation the value
α ≈ 0.
It is noteworthy however that Butler & Farrell (1992) gave a diagram (their Fig.14) of
the cell pattern of developed streamwise velocity u. By the present linear analysis of §3.4,
there exists an excitation mechanism of the a-field from the transient growth scenario.
In fact, the analysis there implies that the streamwise velocity u predicts a streamwise
a-field by the first of (80). Seeing the energy equation (53), its rhs can be positive locally
where the a-field is growing to the direction of U (see (81)). Thus, it is likely that the TW
field can be excited in shear flows by the perturbations of the transient growth scenario.
6.2.2. Large scales of turbulent channel flow from Del A´lamo & Jime´nez In regard to
turbulent shear flows too, the transient growth scenario was examined by Del A´lamo &
Jime´nez (2006), who first computed the mean velocity Um = (Ut(y), 0, 0) of turbulent
channel flows satisfying the following mean-flow equation M[Um] = 0:
M[Um] x = Um · ∇Ut + ρ−1∂xp + ∂j(wxwj) (−ν∇2Ut ) = 0. (121)
(the overline denoting time-mean). The first term Um ·∇Ut vanishes by the assumed form
of Um. The channel turbulence is driven by a constant negative mean gradient of pressure
∂xp :
∂xp = −τw/h = −ρu
2
τ
h
(constant),
where uτ and τw = ρu
2
τ are the friction velocity and wall shear stress respectively (Pope
2000), and the viscous friction length is defined by δν ≡ ν/uτ . Normalizing wj and p
by uτ and ρu
2
τ respectively, the above (121) is reduced to the following (with dividing by
τ 2/h),
−1 + d
dη
(
νt(η)
dUt
dη
)
= 0, η =
y
h
. (122)
The gradient of Reynolds stress term ∂j(wxwj) of (121) was replaced by a model of
eddy-diffusivity form −∂y(νt ∂yUt). Its magnitude is about 102-times larger than that of
molecular-viscous-stress term ν∇2Ut in the parentheses of (121). Hence the latter was
omitted.
They studied the stability of the turbulent channel flow Um, using a variable eddy-
viscosity νt(y), and proposed that the modes with the largest transient growth are related
to the large scale structures. They assumed wave-like perturbations,
q = [uy, ωy] = [uˆy(y), ωˆy(y)] exp[i(αx+ βz − γt)], (123)
for the y-components of both the velocity uw and the vorticity ω = ∇ × uw. Their
analysis is based on the perturbation solutions satisfying the modified Orr-Sommerfeld
equation for uy and the Squire equation for ωy.
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It was found that there exist two scales of disturbances in turbulent channel flow
which are transiently amplified sufficiently according to linear perturbation equations.
One corresponds to a sublayer scale and the other to the larger-scale structure spanning
the full channel. The disturbance of a sublayer scale grows self-similarly in the logarithmic
(or overlap) region up to the scale of vortex packets. It is generally accepted that the
vortex packets in the wall shear layer are composed of hairpin-like structures and their
typical streamwise scale lp characterizes the scale of LSM of (94). It is proposed that the
wave in the logarithmic region triggers this wave of the scale λlsm, which extends over the
whole cross-section and travels to the surrounding space. This is considered to be the
TW-wave described next in §6.2.3.
In addition, they found another larger-scale waves of streamwise wavelength of
20h ∼ 60h, corresponding to the VLSM scale. Its spanwise wavelength of the streak is
λs/h ≈ 3 (where λs/h = 2π/β). These are amplified by the transient growth mechanism.
From these observations, their study hints that these waves act as seeds for the longer-
lived and stronger structures of streamwise velocity, surrounded by a sea of turbulent
fluctuations.
Regarding this interpretation, there remains one question why those structures exist
robustly in the sea of turbulent fluctuations. This is resolved by the fact that the
waves of scales LSM and VLSM are connected with the TW-waves which have their
own characteristic energy and momentum.
6.2.3. Our system with new TW-field In our system, the mean flow equation is supposed
to take the same form as (122). The eddy-viscosity may be somewhat different from the
νt(y) of Del A´lamo & Jime´nez (2006). However, for the sake of interpretation of the
present scenario, we consider the case of the same viscosity as theirs.
Suppose that the sublayer scale disturbance found by them has grown up to the scale
of vortex packets of the wall-shear layer. Then the convection current jc = ρv would have
become sufficiently large to excite TW-field. According to the equations of TW-waves
(90):
∇2e−c−2∂ 2t e−µσ∂te = µ ∂tjc, ∇2b−c−2∂ 2t b−µσ∂tb = −µ∇×jc,(124)
both of the e- and b-fields are excited simultaneously by the time derivative ∂tjc and
its rotational property ∇ × jc, respectively. The excited wave fields e and b propagate
through the turbulent field with the phase velocity c = 1/
√
ǫµ and the wavelength λlsm,
where the turbulent field is characterized with the parameters ǫ, µ and σ. The waves
exchange energy with the flow field v, and also lose it during propagation owing to the
D-effect.
(a) Governing equations: Once the TW-field is excited sufficiently, the flow field is
governed by the equation (60), where the total velocity v is composed of the mean flow
Um and the time-dependent part w = uw + u
′ consisting of the wavy part uw and
incoherent turbulent part u′. The time-mean part Um is governed by (121). Subtracting
this mean equation from the total equation (60) for v, the equation of the time-dependent
component w is given by
∂tw + (Um · ∇)w + (w · ∇)Um + (w · ∇)w = −∇pw + fL[a], (125)
where fL[a] = e + ρ
−1j × b, with e and b are governed by (124), and pw is the pressure
associated with the w motion, and ∇ ·w = 0 is assumed. The total current is given by
j = jc + σe where jc = ρ(Um +w). The wave component uw is supported by the a-field
through the interaction term fL[a]. The TW-wave has its own momentum and energy
and keeps them unchanged unless the energy and momentum are changed according to
∂twe + div qfP = −jc · e− σ|e|2, ∂tg +∇ ·M = −ρfL[a], (126)
(see (53) and (50)). This is an advantage of the present scenario because it can explain
why the wave component exists robustly in the turbulent environment.
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(b) Important notes: In the equation (125) for the time-dependent w, the viscosity term
ν∇2w is omitted. Instead, much larger dissipation term σ|e|2 is included in the first
equation of (126) for the energy density we. One reason is that the role of molecular
viscosity term is unimportant in the streaky turbulence as interpreted in the item (i) of
the next section §6.3 and in addition that the magnitude of dissipation due to the term
ν∇2w is much smaller than that of σ|e|2 explained in §7. Second is a fundamental aspect
of the theoretical physics, which requires causality, namely signals should propagate with
a finite speed. The diffusion-type equation of the form ∂tu = ν∇2u predicts that a signal
of u propagates at infinite speed, and the Navier-Stokes equation has such a property.
This is remarked by Scofield & Huq (2014).
6.2.4. Coherent structures in wall turbulence by Schoppa and Hussain By the transient
growth mechanism acting for initial small amplitude perturbations in the streak-less flow
U∗(y), the most amplified perturbation grows into an x-independent finite-amplitude
streak. The spanwise wavelength thus obtained for a laminar base flow of plane Poiseuille
profile was found as λs/h = 2π/β ≈ 3.1 with α ≈ 0 (Butler & Farrell 1992; Reddy
& Henningson 1993). For such x-independent flow, however, streamwise vorticity decays
monotonically.
In contrast, for a streaky flow Us(y, z), Schoppa and Hussain (2002) proposed a
scenario of streak transient growth concerning growth-decay evolution. They considered
an x-dependent perturbation uw = (ux, uy, uz) in the streaky flow, uz ∝ g(y) sin(αx)
(with g(y) = y exp(−cy2)), i.e. wavy perturbations with spanwise motion superposed on
Us(y, z). They deduce that this generates streamwise vortices on the basis of the evolution
equations for vorticity perturbations and those for perturbation kinetic energy. The wave
component uw is supported by the a-field through the interaction term fL[a] in the
equation (125), and exists robustly since the TW-wave has its own momentum and energy,
while the vorticity dynamics is governed by the flow equation (60): NS[v] = fL[a].
Their scenario is summarized as follows: (i) transient growth of x-independent
perturbations to the base flow U(y) which generate a finite-amplitude z-varying streak
Us(y, z), and followed by (ii) transient growth of x-dependent perturbations to the streaky
flow Us(y, z) which generate new streamwise vortices repeatedly.
It is proposed that this wavy streak with streamwise vortices would be the wave
of the larger scale λvlsm of (95). This could be associated with the larger-scale waves
of streamwise wavelength, 20h ∼ 60h, found by Del A´lamo & Jime´nez (2006) which
were amplified transiently within turbulent flows. Again, the transiently amplified waves
are captured by the system (124) of TW-field. Finally this results in sustained streaky
turbulence.
According to Schoppa and Hussain (2002), the streamwise vortices thus generated are
similar to the coherent structures educed from the numerical experiment (Jeong, Hussain,
Schoppa & Kim, 1997),
6.3. Dissipative structure
The previous section §6.2 has summarized how the streaky structure of near-wall
turbulence is understood by the current theory, and then how the streaky turbulence
is reinterpreted by our new scenario. We recognize three characteristic features of the
new scenario as follows.
(i) Firstly, no major role is played by the molecular viscous term in the streaky turbulence.‖
In the main shear layer above y+ ≈ 5, the dynamics of disturbances is controlled by
the Reynolds stress term, and the turbulent eddy-viscosity νt was used to describe
the turbulence-induced diffusivity of the perturbations. The perturbation waves grow
‖ There is an exceptional layer, i.e. the viscous sublayer adjacent to the wall y+ = y/δν = yuτ/ν < 5,
where the viscous boundary layer is formed by the no-slip condition for Rey ≡ uτy/ν < 5.
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transiently (with an inviscid mechanism) within the turbulent environment sufficiently
even for conditions under which the flow Reynolds number is below a critical value for
stability from the normal linear theory. The transiently amplified wave is captured by
the TW-field. The TW-field would be maintained if energy is gained from the flow field
sufficiently, but decays by the dissipation mechanism mentioned in §6.2.3 (b).
(ii) Each TW-wave has its own energy and momentum. Hence, it keeps its own state unless
changed by interactions with other components satisfying conservation laws (126). This
explains the second feature, namely the streaky structure exists robustly in turbulent
environment, maintaining itself.
(iii) The resistive drift current jd = σe causes the phase shift between the flow perturba-
tion u(t) and the wave field potential a(t) (§5.3.2). Existence of the phase shift enables
energy supply from the flow field to the TW-field (§4.4). If the perturbation wavelength
λ is larger than the natural one λ0 ≈ λlsm, which is proposed to be h ∼ 3h by (94), the
wave field e gains energy from the flow field u. It is natural to consider that the waves
of λ in the range λlsm . λ . λvlsm are able to gain energy from the flow field, because
those waves are observed in the energy spectrum obtained experimentally. Initially,
these waves are amplified transiently by the transient growth mechanism investigated
by Del A´lamo & Jime´nez (2006).
In addition,
• The above mechanism and dynamics imply that the streaky structure of wall-bounded
turbulence is a dissipative structure. Energy is supplied from the main flow U to the
TW-wave field, and some part of the energy is dissipated into heat. If there is energy
balance between supply and dissipation, the structure is maintained.
• The TW-field is equipped with a mechanism of energy dissipation, called turbulence-
Darcy effect (§2.3.2). In fact, the rate of energy dissipation takes a form resembling the
models of eddy-viscosity, and its magnitude is comparable with that of eddy viscosity
(see §7).
• The streaky wall flow U with streamwise vorticity is basically unstable (e.g. Schoppa &
Hussain (2002); Wedin & Kerswell (2004)) with respect to cross-stream perturbations.
Transient growth of those x-dependent perturbations generate new streamwise vortices.
This process continues cyclically, and thus the streaky structures are maintained in
turbulent environment of shear flows.
In the present scenario, the energy of excited TW-field is described by the energy equation
(53) for its energy density we (§2.3.1). The excited e-field is a traveling wave, described
by the wave equation (112),
∇2e− c−2∂ 2t e = µρ ∂tu+ µσ∂te, (127)
where the first term on rhs is a source, while the second term acts as wave damping.
If the both terms on rhs balance exactly and cancel out, one obtains just simple wave
propagation, ∇2e − c−2∂ 2t e = 0. Thus the structure is maintained as far as the basic
main flow U is kept unchanged by external means.
The energy flows down from the main flow field, passing through the structure, to
the transverse wave field, and finally dissipates into heat, whereas the structure itself
is maintained. This is the reasoning why the streaky structure is called a dissipative
structure. This dynamical phenomenon is illustrated conceptually as a diagram in Fig.1.
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Figure 1. Conceptual diagram of sustaining mechanism of streaky structure, showing
that the streaky structure of wall-bounded turbulence is a dissipative structure.
The inset in the lower right corner shows a meandering (low-speed) streaky structure
observed experimentally in pipe turbulence (from Monty et al. (2007)).
6.4. Energy spectrum k−1x between LSM and VLSM
Experimental studies of pipe turbulence were carried out concerning the streamwise energy
spectrum E‖(k), which is reviewed in §1 (c). It is found that the pre-multiplied energy
spectrum kxE‖(kx) has two characteristic scales at klsm = 2π/λlsm corresponding to LSM
of λlsm/R ≈ 1 ∼ 3 and at kvlsm = 2π/λvlsm corresponding to VLSM (where R is the pipe
radius and kx the streamwise wave number), and decays beyond the VLSM. The energy
spectrum E‖(kx) takes a scaling form as
E‖ ∝ k−1x A : (klsm & kx & kvlsm), (128)
E‖ ∝ k−5/3x B : (kx & klsm). (129)
The second spectrum k
−5/3
x for higher wavenumbers B: (kx & klsm) is the well-known
power law of developed turbulence, and further remark would be unnecessary. However,
the first k−1x -spectrum for lower wavenumbers A needs additional interpretation.
In the standard theory, turbulence is regarded as composed of a number of eddies
of continuously different scales. Scaling estimates are carried out phenomenologically
to obtain scaling laws of turbulence dynamics by denoting the eddy scale as ℓ and its
wavenumber k expressed as ℓ−1 in the order-of-magnitude arguments. A representative
velocity and kinetic energy (per unit mass) of the eddy ℓ is expressed by vℓ and eℓ
respectively. Then we have the scaling relation eℓ ∼ v 2ℓ , and the time scale τℓ ∼ ℓ/vℓ
with respect to the eddy ℓ.
Rate of energy transfer through different wavenumbers is defined by a scaling law,
εℓ ∼ eℓ/τℓ ∼ v 3ℓ /ℓ. Hence, we have vℓ ∼ (εℓ ℓ)1/3. The fully developed turbulence is
characterized by the law of constant energy transfer defined by εℓ = ε = const . Then the
kinetic energy per unit mass is given by eℓ ∼ v 2ℓ ∼ ε2/3ℓ2/3 ∼ ε2/3 k−2/3. Equating this
to k E(k),¶ we obtain the well-known Kolmogorov’s energy spectrum E(k) ∼ ε2/3 k−5/3,
where the ε is also equal to the
¶ Expressing the scale-ℓ energy by eℓ ∼ E(k)∆k by the energy spectrum E(k), we have E(k)∆k ∼
E(k) k
(
∆k)/k
)
. We obtain the relation eℓ ∼ E(k)k if ∆k/k = ∆ log k ∼ 1 (with the logarithmic scale).
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rate of energy dissipation in a statistically stationary state.
On the other hand, for the k−1x -spectrum at lower wave numbers A, let us suppose
that εℓ ∼ kα for a parameter α, instead of constant εℓ. Then we have E(k) ∼ k(2/3)α k−5/3,
which is given by k−1 for the wavenumbers A. This requires that α = 1, hence we obtain
εℓ ∼ ℓ−1 and vℓ ∼ const . The last means that vℓ is independent of ℓ.
In the scale range A of large-scale waves, the magnitude of eddy of scale ℓ would
be reinterpreted as the magnitude of waves of wavelength λ, and the wave magnitude is
independent of λ according to the last result. This property does not contradict with the
finding of Del A´lamo & Jime´nez (2006). By the transient growth mechanism, large scale
waves are amplified from the channel turbulence acting as a source of random disturbances
of all sizes. Most amplified waves of wavelength λ & 10h become constant in magnitude
for very large λ, namely independent of λ, where the spanwise widths of those waves
are of the order of 3h for all modes. Thus, the spectrum law k−1x does not imply the
energy cascade, but that the energy of each spectrum component is independent of its
wavelength and is likely amplified from the background turbulence by the transient growth
mechanism.
7. Turbulence-Darcy effect
Here we try to make scaling estimate of magnitude of the rate of dissipation due to the
turbulence-Darcy effect (called D-effect, which is analogous to the Joule effect). This can
be done by estimating the coefficient σ of the fluid Ohm’s law jd = σe. It is found
in this section rather unexpectedly that the bulk rate of D-effect dissipation takes a
form resembling the eddy-viscosity models and its coefficient is given as νD ∼ ct d where
ct = 1/
√
ǫµ.
7.1. Scaling estimate of σ and rate of dissipation
The D-effect was considered in §1 (e), §2.3.2 and §6.1 (b) as a new mechanism of energy
dissipation. This D-effect is caused by the drift current jd existing in the traveling wave.
The rate of dissipation due to the effect is given by QD(= |Sd|) = jd · e defined by (58).
7.1.1. Two expressions of energy dissipation rate To consider the bulk energy loss, let
us choose a spatial volume V chosen arbitrarily in the flow space. Substituting jd = σe
(suffix a is dropped off) to j of (84) for the bulk energy loss, we obtain
S[ jd] = −
∫
V
jd · e d3x = −
∫
V
σ |e|2 d3x < 0. (130)
The right-most side of (84) gives the same dissipation rate with a different form by the
time derivative of energy density we =
1
2 (µ|h|2 + ǫ |e|2), and a second expression is given
by
S[ jd] =
d
dt
∫
V
w d3x = 12 µ
d
dt
∫
V
|h|2 d3x+ 12 ǫ
d
dt
∫
V
|e|2 d3x, (131)
where h (= µ−1b) and e (= ǫ−1d) are given by the freely traveling and decaying waves
studied in §5, in particular by Ψ of (107) for ex and a similar expression for hx.
Since other y and z components have the same factor of temporal decay (assuming
|∂xjc| ≪ |∂yex|, |∂zex|, |∂yhx|, |∂zhx|; see Appendix Appendix D), the decay time scale of
|e| (or |h|) is estimated as τd. Thus, it is found that
|h|2, |e|2 ∝ e−(2/τd) t |(function of (x, r, θ)|2.
Therefore we have
S[ jd] = − 1
τd
∫
V
µ |h|2 d3x− 1
τd
∫
V
ǫ |e|2 d3x, (132)
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7.1.2. D-effect viscosity νD The first expression (130) gives the dissipation rate per unit
volume due to the D-effect by QD = jd · e. In the waves where density variation is
negligible, we have e ≈ −∂ta (§5.3.1). Hence we obtain a scaling estimate as |e| ∼ |a|/τd.
With respect to the drift current jd = ρvd = σe, we have its scaling estimate as
|jd| = ρ |vd| = σ |e| ∼ σ |a|d/τd. (133)
In view of e = −∂ta − ∇φ, the equation (63) of §3.1 implies that the field variable a
should have the same physical dimension as the (fluctuating) velocity u. In addition, the
consideration of §3.2 and 3.3 suggests that the u-field and a-field are convertible to each
other (under certain restricted conditions). Thus, it is proposed that the drift velocity
|vd| and the magnitude |a| are of the same order in (133): |vd| ∼ |a|d. This is because
the term |∂ta| was replaced by |a|d/τd. Hence the term |a|d in (133) is the part related
to damping, therefore might be comparable to |vd|. Thus we have the following scaling
estimate:
σ ∼ ρ τd (134)
from (133). Using this estimate, the D-effect loss QD = jd · e can be written in a form
analogous to the viscous dissipation. In fact, substituting e = jd/σ and jd = ρvd, we
have
QD = jd · e = σ−1|jd|2 = σ−1ρ2v 2d ∼
ρ
τd
v 2d .
where vd = |vd|, and (134) is used to obtain the last expression. Substituting τd = d/ct,
the last expression (divided by ρ) reduces to
QD/ρ ∼ νD
(vd
d
)2
, νD = ct d, d = ctτd. (135)
The coefficient νD = ctd is analogous to the eddy-viscosity, usually composed of product
of (velocity scale) and (length scale). Here, the velocity is the speed ct of transverse
wave in turbulence and the length is the damping distance d. The coefficient ctd may be
called D-effect viscosity. Note that the molecular kinematic viscosity νm is expressed as
νm ∼ lmcs, where cs is the sound speed and lm the mean free path of molecular motion.
In the air at room temperature under 1 atm, we have cs ∼ 3 × 104cm and
lm ∼ 7 × 10−6cm. Hence νm ∼ 10−1cm2/s. On the other hand, from the experimental
study of pipe turbulence at Re = 2RU/νm ≈ 105 (Kim & Adrian, 1999), we have an
estimate of ct ∼ 50cm/s, and d ∼ 10R ∼ 60cm. Hence νD ∼ 103cm2/s. Thus, we have
νm ∼ 10−1 cm2/s, νD ∼ 103 cm2/s.
It is found that the D-effect viscosity νD of pipe turbulence at Re ≈ 105 is much larger
than νm of the air (under 1 atm at room temperature) by some orders of magnitude.
7.2. New aspects of dissipation and D-effect viscosity
Let us consider the second expression (132) and examine the two terms on the rhs
separately. Consider the first term by noting h = µ−1b = µ−1∇ × a. We write it
as
S1 = −η b
∫
V
|∇ × a|2 d3x. (136)
where η b = 1/(τd µ). Using (106) and (134), i.e.definitions of τd and σ, its coefficient ηb
is
η b = 1/(τd µ) =
1
2 σ c
2
t ∼ ρ νD, νD = ct d. (137)
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since τdct = d = 2/(µσct). Thus again, the coefficient η b divided by ρ is found to be the
order of D-effect viscosity νD = ct d, and the magnitude of Sb,1 is expressed as
|S1| ∼ νD
(u
d
)2
V, (138)
where u is a representative scale of velocity fluctuation (assuming |a| ∼ u), and V is
the integration volume. Needless to say, the rate of viscous energy dissipation of an
incompressible flow including turbulence is expressed in an analogous form to (136), like
ρνm
∫
V
|ωv|2 d3x where η b is replaced by ρνm and ωv = ∇× v is the vorticity. (See, e.g.
Kambe (2007 §4.3), Eq.(4.24); for turbulence, see e.g. Frisch (1995 §2.3), Eq.(2.23).)
Next, we consider the second term:
S2 = − ǫ
τd
∫
V
|e|2 d3x, e = −∂ta−∇φ. (139)
This S2 has a notable new property because the e-field includes the time derivative term
−∂ta besides the potential term−∇φ, while the previous S1 depends on spatial derivatives
only, common to the conventional viscous terms.
However, it can be shown that magnitude of S2 is expressed also as νD (u/d)
2V , so
that it is comparable to |S1|, which is obtained as follows. From (106), we have
(ǫ/τd) ∼ ǫ µσc 2t ∼ σ ∼ ρτd, |e|2 ∼ (u/τd)2 ∼ c 2t (u/d)2,
where ǫµ = c−2t , and Eq.(134) is used for the first part, and τd = d/ct for the second part.
In this way, we obtain
|S2| ∼ νD
(u
d
)2
V.
Thus, it is found that the present formulation includes an essentially new effect,
represented by S2. However, the first S1 is also new in the sense that the magnitude
of its coefficient νD is much larger than νm, some orders of magnitude larger than the
conventional viscosity coefficient νm.
8. Summary
A new scenario of turbulence theory is proposed by introducing a new transverse wave
field to the turbulence field. Any self-contradiction is not incurred by this formulation. As
far as we have a law of current conservation, mathematics allows transverse wave fields,
called the TW-field, governed by a system of fluid-Maxwell equations. Summary is given
here with two parts. First concerns the formulation of the present theory composed of
fluid flow field and transverse wave field; second is its application to streaky turbulence
characterized with large scales LSM and VLSM which await theoretical interpretation.
(I) Formulation of the present theory:
• Whole field is composed of fluid flow field (FF-field) and transverse wave field (TW-
field). The TW-waves are excited by extracting energy and momentum from the FF-
field, As a reaction, the TW-field acts on the FF-field with a fluid-Lorentz-force fL.
Energy is exchanged between the two fields by the interaction term j · e.
• This formulation is equipped with a new mechanism of energy dissipation by a drift
current jd, called a D-effect. The drift current arises as a response of the FF-field, acted
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by the e-field . The new dissipation is estimated by the D-effect viscosity νD. The
D-effect is an abbreviation of turbulence-Darcy effect.+
• Total velocity v of the turbulent channel flow is proposed to be expressed by a triple
decomposition : (i) a time-mean velocity Um, (ii) a wavy perturbation uw = (uj), and
(iii) incoherent turbulent velocity u′. Thus, the total velocity is v = Um + uw + u
′ =
Um + w, where w = uw + u
′ is the time-dependent part. Together with the time-
dependent part w, a vector potential a of the TW-field is excited simultaneously.
From the experimental studies of turbulent shear flows (Hussain & Reynolds, 1970, 72,
75), their periodic wave was robust in the background irregularly fluctuating flow field
which acts on the wave with enhanced diffusivity of fluctuating Reynolds stress. The
present approach supports this observation. It is one of its essential features that a
TW-wave has its own energy and momentum (§2) like the electromagnetic waves and it
is governed by conservation equations of energy and momentum with interaction terms
with the flow field. This TW-wave acts on the flow field by the fluid-Lorentz-force fL.
Thus, the wave keeps unchanged unless those are changed by the interactions. This
explains the robustness of the periodic wave component in the turbulent channel flow.
• The present scenario can predict traveling waves (TW-field) in wall-bounded turbulence.
Its dynamics is studied by the equations of growth and decay. One of them is
∇2e− c−2t ∂ 2t e = µρ ∂tu+ µσ∂te. (140)
(see (112), §5 and §6). The left hand side (lhs) expresses propagation of a transverse
traveling wave of the vector field e with a phase speed ct, while the first term on rhs
can act as a wave source, and the second term acts as wave damping characterized with
a damping distance d = κ/µσct, where κ = λlsm/λ with λ its wavelength.
• Source term Sw of the TW-energy in the energy equation (53) is given by
Sw = −j · e = −ρUm · e− ρw · e− jd · e j = ρU + ρw + jd, (141)
where jd = σe, and e = −∂ta − ∇φa. For infinitesimal perturbations of w and a,
the source Sw is dominated by the first term, −ρUm · e ≈ ρUm · ∂ta (assuming
φa =const), stating that Sw > 0 if Um · ∂ta > 0, i.e. if a is excited to the direction of
Um. In nonlinear state of periodic waves of w and a, however, the first term gives net
negligible contribution (after taking time average), but the second term ρw · e gives a
net contribution on the time average (see §4.4). Existence of phase difference between
a and uw (wave part of w) enables energy supply from the flow field to the TW-field.
The last term is the D-effect dissipation: −jd · e = −σ|e|2(< 0), which is responsible
for enhanced rate of energy dissipation.
(II) Present scenario is applied to streaky turbulence
◦ One of the application areas of the present formulation is the streaky shear-flow
turbulence. The streak structure in the wall turbulence is a dissipative structure, as
described below.
◦ The streaks in actual turbulence are wavy and non-uniform, and surrounded by a sea of
incoherent turbulent motions. In shear flow turbulence, two large scales are recognized
to exist in the streaky structures: LSM (large-scale motions) and VLSM (very-large-
scale motions), characterizing the streamwise streaks and long meandering structures.
The vortex packets consisting of hairpin-like structures in the wall shear layer of channel
+ The well-known Darcy’s law is a law to describe the current flux of a viscous fluid through a porous
medium under an imposed pressure gradient. In the present case, the fluid in turbulent state is acted
on by an additional fluid Lorentz force from the TW-wave field, The turbulent flow coexists with the
TW-field, and this force gives rise to an internal drift current jd through turbulent eddies, since any
turbulent state is composed of a number of eddies, The turbulence-Darcy law is proposed to describe a
relationship jd = σe between the drift-current flux jd and an acting TW-force ρe, This resembles the
Ohm’s law in electromagnetism.
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turbulence are considered to characterize the scale LSM: λlsm = h ∼ 3h, where h is the
channel half-width. It is likely that the waves are generated by the transient growth
mechanism, and also those waves are captured and maintained by the TW-field.
◦ When we consider streaky channel turbulence, the scenario of transient growth
mechanism (Gustavsson 1991; Butler & Farrell 1992; Henningson, Lundbladh &
Johansson 1993) is helpful for understanding the phenomena. Originally, this was
studied for laminar channel flows, but later it was investigated for turbulent shear
flows too (Del A´lamo & Jime´nez 2006); Schoppa and Hussain 2002). It is proposed
that the wavy meandering streak with streamwise vortices would be the wave of the
larger scale VLSM. This could be associated with the larger-scale waves of streamwise
wavelength, λvlsm ≈ 10h ∼ 60h, found by Del A´lamo & Jime´nez (2006) which were
amplified transiently within turbulent flows.
◦ The waves in the range of the k−1x spectrum of (128) are considered to be the larger-
scale waves λvlsm ≈ 10h ∼ 60h amplified transiently which were found by Del A´lamo &
Jime´nez. The scaling estimate of the k−1x spectrum in §6.4 predicts that the magnitude
of the waves is independent of the wavelengths, which is consistent with the computed
result of Del A´lamo & Jime´nez (2006). Those large-scale waves are captured by the
TW-field by the equation (124), which acts backward to the flow field by (125). Finally
dynamical interaction of streamwise vortices sustains streaky turbulence (Schoppa &
Hussain, 2002).
◦ Perhaps, most remarkable outcome of the present scenario is the dissipation caused by
the drift current jd. The rate of energy dissipation takes a form resembling the models
of eddy-viscosity, and its coefficient νD is estimated to be of the order of ctd from scaling
estimate. Its magnitude is comparable with the models of eddy viscosity. In fact, the
D-effect viscosity νD in pipe turbulence at Re ≈ 105 is estimated as νD ∼ 103 cm2/s
(§7.1), which is much larger than the molecular viscosity of the air under 1 atm at room
temperature estimated as νm ∼ 10−1 cm2/s. The D-effect is derived analytically from
the basic governing equations. To the author’s knowledge, no other theory is able to
derive a law of energy dissipation comparable with empirical models of eddy viscosity
from fundamental governing equations.
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APPENDIX
Appendix A. Reformulation of Maxwell equations by exterior algebra
Exterior algebra and differential forms are now recognized as a powerful tool in
mathematical physics. In fact, reformulation of the system of Maxwell equations in
terms of the exterior algebra has been studied by mathematical physicists for past
several decades of years. The reformulation presented here is based on two fundamental
assumptions: (a) There exists a field of 4-vector potential in the 4-dimensional space-time;
(b) There exists a matter field satisfying current conservation law. Resulting formulation
states clearly that transverse wave fields are excited as a result of dynamical evolutions
of the current flux, mass density and vorticity field, governed by a system of dynamical
equations,
Unified presentation of reformulation of the Maxwell equations of electromagnetism
was given by Hehl & Obukhov (2003) in their book, Foundations of Classical
Electrodynamics, with collecting original works by a number of mathematical physicists.
Those works were accomplished mainly in the second half of the 20th century although
pioneering works on fundamental mathematical ingredients (such as Poincare´ Lemma, de
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Rahm Theorem, Hodge operation, etc.) had been prepared in the first half of the century or
earlier. The Introduction section of the book summarizes the history compactly together
with a list of references. Another epoch, i.e. its application to fluid dynamics, was
marked very recently by Scofield & Huq (2010, 2014).
This Appendix A is prepared by the style of the author’s own. The system of four
Maxwell equations is divided into two pairs: a force-free pair and a pair with external
forcing by conserved current. Derivation of each pair is presented in each of the following
two subsections on the basis of the above premises.
Appendix A.1. Field strength 2-form and a force-free pair of equations
Let us define a differential one-form A1 by
A1 = aµdxµ = φa dt− a1dx1 − a2dx2 − a3dx3.
Taking external differential of A1, we obtain a two-form F2 = dA1:
F2 = −(e1dx1 + e2dx2 + e3dx3) ∧ dt− (b1 dx2 ∧ dx3 + b2 dx3 ∧ dx1 + b3 dx1 ∧ dx2)(A.1)
= −E1 ∧ dt − B2, (A.2)
where
e = (ei) = −∂ta−∇φa, b = (bi) = ∇× a, (i = 1, 2, 3),(A.3)
E1 = e1dx
1 + e2dx
2 + e3dx
3, B2 = b1 dx2 ∧ dx3 + b2 dx3 ∧ dx1 + b3 dx1 ∧ dx2,(A.4)
with a = (a1, a2, a3). Equivalently, using Fµν = ∂µaν − ∂νaµ, F2 can be rewritten as
F2 =
∑
µ<ν
Fµν dx
µ ∧ dxν , (Fµν ) =


0 e1 e2 e3
−e1 0 −b3 b2
−e2 b3 0 −b1
−e3 −b2 b1 0

 , (A.5)
Once again, taking external differential of F2 = dA1, we obtain the following identity,
dF2 = d2A1 ≡ 0. (A.6)
The equation dF2 = 0 can be written explicitly as
0 = dF2 = (∂1F23 + ∂2F31 + ∂3F12) dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3 + (∂tF23 + ∂2F30 + ∂3F02) dt ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3
+ (∂tF31 + ∂3F10 + ∂1F03) dt ∧ dx3 ∧ dx1 + (∂tF12 + ∂1F20 + ∂2F01) dt ∧ dx1 ∧ dx2.(A.7)
This results in one scalar equation (from vanishing of the coefficient of dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3)
and one vectorial equation for two 3-vectors e and b (from the remaining three terms):
∇ · b = 0, (A.8)
∂tb+∇× e = 0. (A.9)
Thus, a force-free pair of Maxwell equations has been derived by the exterior calculus.
Appendix A.2. Excitation field and another pair of Maxwell equations
Another pair of Maxwell equations can be derived as follows. Suppose we have a current
4-vector jµ. Current conservation is expressed by
∂µj
µ = ∂tρ+ ∂xjx + ∂yjy + ∂zjz = 0, (A.10)
where
jµ = (ρ, jx, jy, jz), ∂µ ≡ (∂t,∇). (A.11)
From this conservation law, one can deduce excitation fields (Hehl & Obukhov, 2003).
This subsection aims to derive a set of equations governing such excitation fields.
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Consider a 3-dimensional simply-connected space-region V3 enclosed by 2-dimensional
boundary surface ∂V3. An integration form corresponding to the above differential
equation is expressed as
d
dt
∫
V3
ρ dx dy dz +
∫
∂V3
(jxnx + jyny + jznz)dS = 0, (A.12)
by the conventional vector analysis, where (nx, ny, nz) is a unit outward normal to the
boundary surface ∂V3. According to the differential algebra, one can define a density
3-form ρ(3) and a current 2-form j(2) by
ρ(3) = ρ dx ∧ dy ∧ dz, j(2) = jx dy ∧ dz + jy dz ∧ dx+ jz dx ∧ dy.
Then, the above integration form (A.12) can be represented as follows:
d
dt
∫
V3
ρ(3) +
∫
∂V3
j(2) = 0, (A.13)
where three area 2-forms dy∧dz, dz∧dx and dx∧dy are directed in such a way that the
outflow is counted positively. Furthermore, integrating (A.13) over a certain time interval
[t1, t2] (t1 < t2), we obtain∫
t2,V3
ρ(3) −
∫
t1,V3
ρ(3) +
∫
[t1,t2]×∂V3
dt ∧ j(2) = 0. (A.14)
On the other hand, on a 4-dimensional manifold xµ, one can define a 4-volume form by
V(4) = dt ∧ dx ∧ dy ∧ dz.
Furthermore, a current 3-form J (3) is defined by the interior product −iJ V(4) where
J = jµ = (ρ, jx, jy, jz):
J (3) = −iJ V(4) = − ρ dx ∧ dy ∧ dz + (jx dy ∧ dz + jy dz ∧ dx+ jz dx ∧ dy) ∧ dt,(A.15)
= − ρ(3) + j(2) ∧ dt
(see Frankel (1997, §7.2) for the symbol iJ).∗ Taking exterior differential of J (3), we obtain
dJ (3) = −(∂tρ+ ∂xjx + ∂yjy + ∂zjz) dt ∧ dx ∧ dy ∧ dz = 0, (A.16)
This vanishing is due to (A.10). This states that the 3-form J (3) is closed.
Let us consider a 4-dimensional simply connected region Ω4 = [t1, t2] × V3, enclosed
by 3-dimensional boundary ∂Ω4. Using the current 3-form J
(3) = −(ρ(3) + dt ∧ j(2)), the
equation (A.14) can be transformed to∮
∂Ω4
J (3) = 0. (A.17)
[See Hehl & Obukhov (2003, Part B) for the electrodynamics case].♯ By the generalized
Stokes theorem in the differential geometry, the expression (A.17) is transformed to∫
Ω4
dJ (3) = 0 for an arbitrarily chosen Ω4. This is equivalent to (A.16).
Having shown the properties (A.16) and (A.17) of the current 3-form J (3), we
recognize the equation (A.17) as the statement that the current J (3) is exact (de Rahm’s
Theorem):
J (3) = dH2, (A.18)
namely, there exists a certain 2-form H2 representing J (3) by (A.18). This assures
dJ (3)(= d2H2) = 0 as an identity. Analogously to the electrodynamics (Hehl & Obukhov,
2003), the 2-form H2 is termed here an excitation.
∗ Alternatively, J (3) = iJ V(4) is the Hodge dual ∗J (1) of J (1) = ρ dt+ jxdx+ jydy + jzdz.
♯ For the validity of (A.17), the condition of ”simply connected region” is important.
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Reminding the derivation of the field strength 2-form F2 of (A.1) in the previous
section, the excitation 2-form H2 may be defined in a like manner as
H2 = h1dx1 + h2dx2 + h3dx3 ∧ dt− (d1dx2 ∧ dx3 + d2dx3 ∧ dx1 + d3dx1 ∧ dx2) (A.19)
= H1 ∧ dt−D2, (A.20)
H1 = h1dx
1 + h2dx
2 + h3dx
3, D2 = d1 dx2 ∧ dx3 + d2 dx3 ∧ dx1 + d3 dx1 ∧ dx2, (A.21)
Writing it in a form of anti-symmetric matrix (Hµν), we have
H2 =
∑
µ<ν
Hµν dx
µ ∧ dxν , (Hµν ) =


0 −h1 −h2 −h3
h1 0 −d3 d2
h2 d3 0 −d1
h3 −d2 d1 0

 . (A.22)
As carried out for F2 in Appendix A.1, we take external differential of H(2), resulting
in dH(2) = J (3), where dH(2) can be expressed like (A.7) with Fµν replaced by Hµν , and
”0 =” on its LHS by ”J (3) =”. From this, we find one scalar equation and one vectorial
equation for two 3-vectors d and h:
∇ · d = ρ, (A.23)
−∂td+∇× h = j, j = (j1, j2, j3). (A.24)
Thus, we have obtained a remaining pair of two equations.
Appendix A.3. Hodge operator and (positive-definite) scalar product
We proceed a step further by taking physical analogy with the electromagnetism.
Introducing new physical fields F2 and H2 should be justified if one can construct scalar
fields such as a Lagrangian functional which is invariant under coordinate transformation
(or Lorentz transformation), or an energy which is positive definite.
Let us consider the exterior (wedge) product between F2 of (A.1) and H2 of (A.19):
F2 ∧ H2 = [−(e1d1 + e2d2 + e3d3) + (b1h1 + b2h2 + b3h3)] dt ∧ dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3,
= [−(e,d) + (b,h)] V4. (A.25)
(e,d) = e1d1 + e2d2 + e3d3, (b,h) = b1h1 + b2h2 + b3h3. (A.26)
This is analogous to the Lagrangian 4-form of the electromagnetic field [Hehl & Obukhov
(2003), §B.2.3); Landau & Lifshitz (1975) §27 ]. Understanding of this remarkable
property may be deepened by considering the Hodge star operation ∗.
Consider an n-dimensional vector space with a metric g. The Hodge star ∗ is defined
as a linear map, with associating each p-form such as ωp, ηp, · · · with an (n − p)-form
∗ωp, ∗ηp, · · · respectively, such that
ω ∧ ∗η = (ω, η)Vn
where (ω, η) is the p-dimensional scalar product (like (A.26) of 3D) between two forms
ωp and ηp, and Vn is an n-dimensional volume form induced by g. Needless to say, the
scalar product (·, ·) is positive definite and symmetric.
Taking an example, let us consider the Hodge star dual of F2 of (A.2), defined by
∗F2 = −∗ (E1 ∧ dt)−∗B2 from (A.2). In view of E1 and B2 defined by (A.4), each term
of the Hodge dual ∗F2 is given respectively by
∗(E1 ∧ dt) ≡ E2 = e1 dx2 ∧ dx3 + e2 dx3 ∧ dx1 + e3 dx1 ∧ dx2. (A.27)
∗B2 ≡ dt ∧ B1, B1 = b1dx1 + b2dx2 + b3dx3. (A.28)
Thus, we obtain positive definite expressions:
(E1 ∧ dt) ∧ ∗(E1 ∧ dt) = (e, e)V4, B2 ∧ ∗B2 = (b, b)V4.
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In order to represent H2 of (A.19), it is proposed by analogy with electromagnetism
that the excitation H2 is related to the field strength F2 by a constitutive relation
H2 = C(4) ∗F2, according to Theorem 1 of Scofield & Huq (2010, 2014), where C(4) is
a parameter matrix of fourth order in general. Here, assuming that the matter under
consideration is homogeneous and isotropic in the space, we express C(4) by using two
parameters µ and ǫ as follows:
H2 = H1 ∧ dt−D2 = C(4) ∗F2 = µ−1B1 ∧ dt− ǫ E2, (A.29)
h = µ−1b, d = ǫe, (A.30)
where the expressions on the second line are obtained by comparing the second and fourth
expressions on the first line, where ǫ is analogous to the electric permittivity and µ to the
magnetic permeability of the electromagnetism, respectively.
Appendix A.4. Transvers waves supported by vorticity field
It is understood that the formulation of §2.2 is made for the total current j = jc + jd of
(78), where jc = ρv and v = U + u. Since the equations (21) and (17) are linear with
respect to the TW-field, the flux of convection current jc = ρv gives rise to a contribution
to the field, separately from that due to jd. Here, we examine the effect of jc only, and
field variables are denoted with a suffix c. It is remarkable to find that the vorticity field
ω(x, t) supports transverse waves under the constraint of the continuity equation. The
effect of jd is considered in the main text.
For the fields associated with jc = ρv, the equations (21) and (17) are given by
∂tbc + curl ec = 0, div bc = 0, (A.31)
−∂tdc + curlhc = jc, divdc = ρc. (A.32)
respectively. The two equations on the second line state just the current conservation:
∂tρc+div jc = 0, and the vector fields dc and hc are regarded as a pair of vector potentials
for the conserved 4-current Jc = (ρc, jc).
Regarding the first line, one can introduce a 4-vector potential (Aµ) = (φc, vi) where
v = (vi) is a velocity vector, and represent the vectors ec and bc in the two equations of
(A.31) as
ec = −∂tv −∇φc, bc = ∇× v = ω, (A.33)
By these defining equations, the set of equations of (A.31) is satisfied identically.
Here we consider a flow field of an inviscid fluid of uniform entropy, in which τ (vis) = 0
and ∇s = 0. If we define φc by φc = h + 12 |v|2, from the equation of motion of (8), we
find
ec = ω × v. (A.34)
Using (A.34), the first of (A.31) reduces to
∂tω = −curl(ω × v).
This is nothing but the vorticity equation of (9) under the assumed conditions. Kambe
(2010) investigated this aspect for fluids both with and without viscosity, clarifying that
the role of vector potential of ec and bc is played by the velocity vector v, and that the
fluid electric field ec is given by (A.34).
Thus it is found that the equations (A.31) and (A.32) are consistent with the vorticity
equation (9) and the continuity equation (3) of FF-field under the equation of motion (8)
for an inviscid fluid of uniform entropy in the absence of TW field. One of the merits to
introduce the Maxwell-type equations (A.31) and (A.32) is as follows.
One can introduce a system of Maxwell equations (A.31) and (A.32) for turbulence.
We assume that it is characterized by field-material parameters ǫ and µ such that
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dc = ǫec and hc = µ
−1bc (see Appendix A.3 and A.4). Then the system of Maxwell
equations supports transverse waves of phase velocity ct = 1/
√
ǫµ, where hc = µ
−1ω and
dc = ǫω × v. Thus, it is seen that the vorticity field ω(x, t) supports transverse waves
described by (A.31) and (A.32).
Appendix B. Equations of energy, momentum, entropy and transverse waves
Appendix B.1. Equations of FF-field
Basic equations of current theory of fluid mechanics are reviewed, particularly in (a) the
definition of the viscous stress τ
(vis)
ij and in (b) how the energy equation is derived. The
latter is a preparation for the derivation of energy equation of the combined system in
§Appendix B.3 (b).
(a) Momentum equation: Momentum equation of the FF-field is given by
∂t(ρv)i + ∂jΠij = 0. Πij ≡ ρvivj + p δij − τ (vis)ij (B.1)
where v is the fluid velocity, and τ
(vis)
ij is the viscous stress tensor defined by
τ
(vis)
ij = η (∂ivj + ∂jvi − 23 δij ∂kvk) + ζ δij ∂kvk, (B.2)
where η and ζ are coefficients of viscosity (assumed constant). From this, we obtain
∇·τ (vis) = η∇2v+(ζ+ 13 η)∇(divv), where (∇·τ (vis))i = ∂jτ (vis)ij .(B.3)
Using the mass conservation equation,
∂tρ+ div ρv = 0, (B.4)
and a thermodynamic equation (1/ρ)dp = dh−Tds (s: specific entropy), the momentum
equation (B.1) is transformed to an equation of motion of a viscous fluid:
ρ ∂tv = −12 ρ∇(|v|2) + ρv × ω −∇ p+∇ · τ (vis), (B.5)
(b) Energy equation: The energy equation of FF-field (only) is given by Landau & Lifshitz
(1987) [§49]. Taking scalar product of v with (B.5) on both sides, we obtain
∂t[ρ(
1
2
v2 + ei)] + div (qf) = ρT (Ds/Dt)−Qvis −QT = 0, (B.6)
where ei is the internal energy. Owing to the two relations
dp = ρdh− ρTds, ρ∂tei = ρT∂ts+ (p/ρ)∂tρ = ρT∂ts− (p/ρ)div (ρv),
the FF-energy-flux qf is defined by the following,
qf = ρv(
1
2
v2 + h)− v · τ (vis) − kT ∇T, (B.7)
and the right hand side of (B.6) vanishes owing to the entropy equation:
ρT
D
Dt
s = Qvis +QT , Qvis ≡
∑
i,j ∂jvi τ
(vis)
ij , QT ≡ div (kT∇T ), (B.8)
where h = ei + p/ρ is the enthalpy, and kT the thermal diffusivity.
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Appendix B.2. Equations of transverse wave
From the mathematical analyses in the Appendix Appendix A, we have now a set of
Maxwell equations for a turbulent flow characterized by the field parameters ǫ and µ.
The source of the transverse wave field (TW field) is a conserved 4-current J = (ρ, j),
satisfying ∂tρ + div j = 0, From the equations (A.8), (A.9), (A.23) and (A.24), we have
the following set of TW equations:
∂tb+ curl e = 0, div b = 0, (B.9)
−∂td+ curlh = j, divd = ρ, (B.10)
where d = ǫe and h = µ−1b. Transverse waves are naturally supported by(B.9) and
(B.10). In fact, wave equations are derived for e and h from the above four equations:[
∇2 − c−2t ∂ 2t
]
e = µ ∂tj + ǫ
−1∇ρ, (B.11)[
∇2 − c−2t ∂ 2t
]
h = −∇× j, (B.12)
where ǫ and µ are assumed constant, and ct = 1/
√
ǫµ.
The energy equation and momentum equation of the TW field are derived
immediately from the system of (B.9) and (B.10), and are given respectively by
∂tw + div qfP = − e · j, (B.13)
∂tg +∇ ·M = − FL, where (∇ ·M)i = ∂jMij . (B.14)
where w = 1
2
(e · d+ h · b) is an energy density of TW-field, and g = d × b = q/c 2t is its
momentum density, and qFP ≡ e × h is a fluid Poynting vector. The tensor M = (Mij)
is a fluid Maxwell-stress, the vector FL is a fluid Lorentz force, and ct (written as c in
§Appendix A.4) is the phase speed of transverse waves in turbulence, each of which is
defined respectively by
FL = ρ e+ j × b, ct = 1/√ǫµ, (B.15)
Mij = − (eidj + hibj) + 12 (e · d+ h · b) δij. (B.16)
Appendix B.3. Whole field
The whole system consists of the TW-field and FF-field (Scofield & Huq, 2014).
(a) Momentum equation: The momentum equation of the FF-field is given by
∂t(ρv)i + ∂jΠij = (FL)i. (B.17)
whereas the momentum equation of the TW-field is given by (B.14):
∂t(g)i + ∂jMij = −(FL)i. (B.18)
Adding (B.17) and (B.18) side by side results in the momentum equation of the whole
field:
∂t(ρv + g)i + ∂j(Πij +Mij) = 0. (B.19)
It is seen that both fields interact each other by exchanging rate of change of momentum
FL.
(b) Energy equation: Energy equation the FF-field is given by
∂t[ρ(
1
2
v2 + ei)] + div (qf) = e · j, (B.20)
See §2.3 in the main text how the term e · j appears on the RHS. The energy equation of
the TW-field is given by (B.14):
∂tw + div qfP = −e · j, (B.21)
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Thus, adding (B.20) and (B.21) side by side yields the equation of total energy:
∂t[ρ(
1
2
v2 + ei) + w] + div (qf + qfP) = 0,
where ei is the internal energy of fluid, and qf is the FF-energy flux given by
qf = ρv(
1
2
v2 + h)− v · τ (vis) − kT ∇T, (B.22)
(Landau, L.D. and Lifshitz (1987), §49). The entropy equation is modified in this
combined case and a new term QD is added to (B.8):
ρT
D
Dt
s = QD +Qvis +QT , (B.23)
where QD = e · jd, which is a new term of rate of heating due to turbulence-Darcy effect.
Appendix B.4. Energy-momentum tensor: free FF-field
Having in mind application to the whole combined field of FF-field and TW-field (§2.3
in the main text), general formalism of theoretical physics is presented here for the free
FF-field (i.e. in the absence of TW-field) on the basis of the Lagrangian density Λf and
hence the variational principle. In this section, we derive the same equations (4) and (5)
from the general principle.
Field equations are derived in accordance with the principle of least action in four-
dimensional space-time xα = (x0,x) (with x0 = ct, x = (x1, x2, x3) with c the light
velocity). In a general form, the Lagrangian density is a certain functional of the quantities
qγ(x
α) describing the state of the system, where included in qγ(x
α) are three components
of velocity field and two thermodynamic variables, etc.. The action Sf for the fluid flow
is defined in the form, Sf =
∫
Λf( qγ(x
α) ) dΩ, where dΩ = dx0x1x2x3. The governing
equations of motion are derived as the Lagrange’s equation in general with taking variation
of the Lagrangian density Λf by varying qγ .
However, we are interested here in deriving the conservation equations of energy and
momentum, which are represented by
∂αT
αβ
f = 0, (B.24)
where T αβf is the energy-momentum tensor (or stress tensor) of fluid flow, defined by
T αβf =
∂Λf
∂(∂αaλ)
∂βaλ − gαβΛf , ∂α ≡ (∂τ ,∇), ∂β = gβα∂α = (∂τ ,−∇),(B.25)
with the metric tensors given by gµν = g
µν = diag(1,−1,−1,−1).††
The energy-momentum tensors are considered in the text Fluid Mechanics (Landau
& Lifshitz 1987) at Chap. XV ”Relativistic Fluid Dynamics” where relativistic energy-
momentum tensors are given, together with their non-relativistic limits as the flow velocity
v is much less than the light velocity c. Our study corresponds to the latter case. From
the section §133, we find the following expressions of the non-relativistic T αβf . To make
it clear, we show it in the following matric form:
Tαβf =


T
00
T
01
T
02
T
03
T
10
Π11 Π12 Π13
T
20
Π21 Π22 Π23
T
30
Π31 Π32 Π33

 ,
T
00
= 12 ρv
2 + ρei (+ ρc
2),
T
k0
= c−1ρvk(12 v
2 + h) (+ cρvk),
T
0k
= cρvk + c−1ρvk(12 v
2 + h),
Πik = ρvivk + p δik = Π
ki


(B.26)
†† In the space-time representation, greek letters such as α, β, µ, ν, λ denote (0, 1, 2, 3) and roman letters
such as i, k denote (1, 2, 3).
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where i, k = 1, 2, 3 and h = ei + p/ρ is the enthalpy.
The time component (β = 0) of Eq.(B.24) is given by ∂αT
α0
f = 0; namely, we have
∂τT
00
+ ∂kT
k0
=
1
c
(
∂t[ρ(
1
2 v
2 + ei)] + div [ρv(
1
2 v
2 + h)]
)
= 0, (B.27)
where the expressions of (13) are used with excluding the rest energy term ρc2 in the
parenthesis of the energy density T
00
and also the term cρvk in the parenthesis of the
energy flux density T
k0
. This equation is equivalent to the energy equation (5) or (B.6)
with the energy flux vector qf replaced by q
(0)
f without viscosity effect and thermal
conduction effect.
If the term cρvk in the parenthesis of T
k0
is included, the tensor T αβf becomes
symmetric with respect to α and β. Then, this gives an additional term ρc2 v within
div [· · ·] of (14), which denotes flux of the rest energy. However, the rest energy is not
taken into account in the non-relativistic fluid dynamics. Thus, the energy-momentum
tensor becomes non-symmetric.
The space component (β = k with k = 1, , 2, 3) is given by ∂αT
αk
f = 0; namely, we
have
∂τT
0k
+ ∂iΠ
ik =
[
∂t(ρv
k) + ∂i(ρv
ivk + p δik)
]
+O((v/c)2) = 0, (k = 1, 2, 3), (B.28)
This is equivalent to the momentum equation (4) if terms of O((v/c)2) are neglected.
Thus, it is shown that the conservation equations of energy and momentum in the
current theory are interpreted by the general formalism of theoretical physics.
Appendix B.5. Energy-momentum tensor: free TW-field
The Lagrangian functional Λ0 of the TW-system free from external excitation is defined
by using (A.25) and (??) as follows:
Λ0 V4 ≡ −12 F2 ∧H2 = 12 [(e,d)− (b,h)]V4 = 12 [ ǫ(e, e)− µ−1(b, b)]V4, (B.29)
Λ0 =
1
2
[ ǫ(e, e)− µ−1(b, b)] = 1
2µ
[ (e, e)− (b, b)] (B.30)
e ≡ e/c, eλ = −∂τaλ − ∂λφ. (B.31)
where c = 1/
√
ǫµ (phase velocity of TW-waves), x0 ≡ τ = c t, and φ = φa/c. General
representation of Lagrangian has an interaction term −jαaα V4, which is not included
because we consider the energy-momentum tensor of the TW-field in free state.
The new variable xν = (τ, xi) is used in this section, where t is replaced by τ = c t with
the other three xk unchanged. Correspondingly, we use here the new field e = ∂τa−∇φ
in stead of e, and use the new 4-vector aν = (φ, ak) and co-vector aν = (φ,−ak) for
k = 1, 2, 3. The new field strength tensors are defined by
F νλ = ∂νaλ − ∂λaν , F νλ = ∂νaλ − ∂λaν . (B.32)
In matrix form, the new F µν and F
µν
are expressed by
F νλ =


0 e1 e2 e3
−e1 0 −b3 b2
−e2 b3 0 −b1
−e3 −b2 b1 0

 , F νλ =


0 −e1 −e2 −e3
e1 0 −b3 b2
e2 b3 0 −b1
e3 −b2 b1 0

 , (B.33)
The Lagrangian Λ0 of (B.30) can be represented in terms of the field strength tensors
as
Λ0 = − 1
4µ
F νλF
νλ
=
1
2µ
[ (e, e)− (b, b)]. (B.34)
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The energy-momentum tensor of this system is defined by
T αβw =
∂Λ0
∂(∂αaλ)
∂βaλ − gαβΛ0, (B.35)
∂α ≡ (∂τ ,∇), ∂β = gβα∂α = (∂τ ,−∇),
(Jackson 1999; Landau & Lifshitz 1975), where gαβ = diag(1,−1,−1,−1) = gαβ , and (α,
β) take one of 0, 1, 2, 3, and x0 = τ ≡ c t. The energy-momentum tensor is fundamentally
important because the conservation law in free space is represented by
∂αT
αβ
w = 0. (B.36)
Carrying out straightforward but non-trivial calculus of (B.35), the tensor T αβw can be
transformed to the following forms (see Jackson (1999) [§12.7, 12.10]):
T αβw = −
1
µ
gανF νλ∂
βaλ − gαβΛ0 = Θαβ + T αβD , (B.37)
Θαβ =
1
µ
gανF νλF
λβ
+
1
4µ
gαβF νλF
νλ
= Θβα, (B.38)
T αβD = −
1
µ
gαν F νλ ∂
λaβ =
1
µ
∂λ(F
λα
aβ). (B.39)
The expression (B.37) expresses decomposition of the tensor T αβw into a symmetric
component Θαβ and a remaining part T αβD . This decomposition is important because one
can show immediately the vanishing of ∂αT
αβ
D . Namely, ∂αT
αβ
D = µ
−1 ∂α∂λ(F
λα
aβ) = 0.
This is because, exchanging the parameters α and λ, we have ∂α∂λ = ∂λ∂α, but
F
λα
= −F αλ. Therefore, the conservation equation (B.36) is replaced by
∂αΘ
αβ = 0. (B.40)
(a) Its time component (β = 0) is given by ∂αΘ
α0 = 0; namely, we have
∂τΘ
00 + ∂iΘ
0i = 0, (i = 1, 2, 3), (B.41)
where,
Θ00 =
1
µ
g0νF νλF
λ0
+
1
4µ
g00F νλF
νλ
= w, (B.42)
Θ0i =
1
µ
g0νF νλF
λi
=
1
µ
(e× b)i = c−1(e× h)i = c−1(qfP)i, (B.43)
w ≡ 1
2µ
[ (e, e) + (b, b)] =
1
2
[ ǫ(e, e) + µ−1(b, b)] (B.44)
qfP ≡ e× h (B.45)
Substituting (B.42) and (B.43) into (B.41) and noting ∂τ = c
−1∂t, we obtain
∂tw + div qfP = 0, (B.46)
where w is the energy density, and qfP is the energy flux density, called fluid-Poynting
vector corresponding to the Poynting vector in electromagnetism. Thus it is seen that the
equation (B.46) describes energy conservation in the system free from external excitation.
(b) The space component (β = k with k = 1, , 2, 3) is given by ∂αΘ
αk = 0; namely, we
have
∂τΘ
0k + ∂iΘ
ik = 0, (k = 1, 2, 3), (B.47)
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The term Θ0k is given by (B.43), whereas the term Θik is given by
Θ0k = c−1(e× h)i = c((ǫe)× (µh)) = c g (= 1
c
qfP ), g = (gi) ≡ d× b,(B.48)
Θik =
1
µ
giνF νλF
λk
+
1
4µ
gikF νλF
νλ
= −1
µ
F iλF
λk − 1
2µ
gik[ (e, e)− (b, b)]
= Mik, (B.49)
Mik ≡ − (ǫ eiek + µ−1 bibk) + 12 δik [ ǫ(e, e) + µ−1(b, b)]. (B.50)
Substituting (B.48) and (B.49) into (B.47) and noting ∂τ = c
−1∂t, we obtain an equation
of momentum conservation in the system free from external excitation:
∂t gk + ∂iMik = 0, (B.51)
The field g = d× b is interpreted as momentum density of the field, and M = (Mik) is a
fluid Maxwell-stress. See (B.13) and (B.14) for the conservation equations of energy and
momentum in the presence of external excitation.
Appendix B.6. In what circumstances the viscous stress is valid ?
Traditionally, it is understood that dissipation of kinetic energy of turbulence is caused
by the viscous stress only. The viscous stress is assumed to depend on the rate of
distortion of a fluid-element during motion, and its mathematical expression is derived
by assuming linear dependence on the rate-of-strain tensor, which is of a purely tentative
character. This is mentioned in the classical textbook Hydrodynamics by Horace Lamb
(1932, Art.326), describing moreover as follows: ”Although there is considerable a` priori
probability that it will represent the facts accurately in the case of infinitely small motions,
we have so far no assurance that it will hold generally.”
In addition, the viscous force is a surface traction, expressed as a force acting on an
O(l2)-surface of a fluid particle of infinitesimally small length-scale l. This is because the
force acting on its mass is O(l3) which is higher order than O(l2) for an infinitesimal l,
and also because the internal stresses are due to molecular forces which are near-action.
By the same reason, a reaction to an inertial force due to the particle acceleration brought
about by its surrounding is of O(l3) and omitted (Lamb, 1932).
Now, consider a tiny fluid particle convected around by violently turbulent flow at
very high Reynolds numbers. Local motion of the particle in the turbulence is forced by
strong linear acceleration and strained by intense shear of rotational motion of such flows.
Namely the frame of reference moving with the fluid particle is not only non-inertial but
also under rapidly straining deformation. Omission of this influence is not justified for
such soft particles exposed to intense turbulent motion.
Appendix C. Perturbation and production term in the absence of TW-field
Appendix C.1. An action of a perturbation field
In the absence of TW-field (current theory), let us define the Navier-Stokes operator NS[v]
for a velocity vector field v satisfying ∇ · v = 0 by
NS[v] ≡ ∂tv + (v · ∇)v +∇Pv − ν∇2v, (C.1)
≡ ∂tv + ωv × v +∇(Pv + 12 |v|2)− ν∇2v, (C.2)
where ωv = ∇× v is the vorticity,† ∂t = ∂/∂t, Pv = pv/ρ with pv the pressure associated
with the v-field, ρ the density (constant) and ν the kinematic viscosity (constant). Now
† The following identity is used: (i) (v · ∇)v = ω × v +∇(12 |v|2).
The vorticity ∇× v is written as ωv, or as bv like (C.5). Another identity (for a vector e)
(ii) ∇× (∇× e) = ∇(∇ · e)−∇2e is used in the main text.
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consider two neighboring vector fields v0 = U and v = U +u having coherent structures
similar to each other, or similar vortex structures. As an example of the basic flow U ,
one may think of a streaky boundary layer flow.
Let us consider the dynamics of v satisfying NS[v] = 0, namely
∂tv + (v · ∇)v = −∇Pv + ν∇2v. (C.3)
Difference of NS[v0] from NS[v] (here, NS[v0] does not necessarily vanish) is given by
NS[v0]− NS[v] = fL[u] + u×Ω+ ν∇2u, Ω = ∇×U , v = U + u, (C.4)
fL[u] ≡ eu + v × bu, eu ≡ −∂tu−∇φu, bu ≡ ∇× u, = ωu, (C.5)
where φu = (Pv − PU) + u ·U + (1/2)|u|2. If u ‖ Ω so that u×Ω = 0, the condition of
NS[v] = 0 results in the equation NS[U ] = fL[u] + ν∇2u.
Thus, it is found that the dynamics of v = U + u is equivalent to that of U under
the actions of Lorentz-like acceleration fL[u] and the viscous retardation ν∇2u. It is seen
that the deviation-velocity u takes the part of a vector potential in the definition equation
(C.5) of eu and bu just like the theory of Electromagnetism (e.g. Jackson (1999) Ch.6).
Appendix C.2. Production term of turbulence (the current theory)
Let us consider the equation (C.4) under NS[v] = 0 and ∇ · v = 0 with v0 = U and
v = U + u. Namely, the equation NS[v] = 0 is rewritten as
NS[U ] = fL[u] + u×Ω+ ν∇2u (C.6)
= − ∂tu− (U · ∇)u− (u · ∇)U − (u · ∇)u−∇φp + ν∇2u, (C.7)
where fL[u] = eu + U × ωu + u × ωu and φp = (pv − pU)/ρ. It is assumed that
the vector U describes a slowly varying velocity field with respect to Cartesian space
coordinates x = (x, y, z) and time t, and it is supposed that this field is characterized
with a coherent structure expressed by the vorticity field Ω, while the vector u describes
a rapidly fluctuating velocity field with respect to x and t.
A typical example of the flow U may be a streaky steady boundary layer flow and
u a fluctuating perturbation of a time scale τu. We consider statistical time-average over
a time span smaller than the time scale τU of U , on the assumption that the time scales
of both fields are separated significantly, i.e. τu ≪ τU . We denote the average over a time
span of the order of τu as u and assume that u = 0 like turbulent fluctuations. The
average U may be time-dependent and is written as U for simplicity.
Let us take a scalar product of U = (Uk) with the equation (C.6) (or (C.7)) written
as (LHS34)k =(RHS34)k, and consider time average of the scalar product. Using the
definition (59) of NS-operator, the left hand side (LHS) is given by
Uk (LHS34)k = Uk NS[U ]k = ∂t(
1
2 U
2) +∇ · T +Dν , (C.8)
T = 12 U
2U + PU − ν∇(12 U2), Dν = ν(∂iUk)2(≥ 0).
Using u = 0, average of the product of Uk(RHS34)k, is
Uk (RHS34)k = Uk (fL[u])k = −Uk ∂i(uiuk)− ∂k(Ukφp). (C.9)
Equating the RHS’s of (C.8) and (C.9), we integrate the resulting equation over a simply
connected 3-dimensional volume V3 in the fluid, enclosed by 2-dimensional boundary
surface ∂V3, chosen arbitrarily in the space of the coordinates x = (xi) = (x, y, z). Thus,
we obtain
d
dt
KU +Dvis = Wf [U ,u] + I∂V3 , = −P (+ I ′∂V3), (C.10)
KU =
∫
V3
1
2 U
2 d3x, Dvis =
∫
V3
Dν d
3x,
Wf [U ,u] ≡
∫
V3
Uk (fL[u])k d
3x, P = −
∫
V3
uiuk ∂iUk d
3x, (C.11)
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where the term I∂V3 denotes integration over the surface ∂V3, obtained from integrating
the term like ∂k(·) over V3, but those surface integrals are neglected here and below.
The integral KU is the total kinetic energy of the flow field U in V3, and the term P is
an integral of the so-called the production term, i.e. rate of turbulence production by the
action of the Reynolds stress uiuk. This is because the fluctuation energy ku =
∫
1
2 |u|2 d3x
increases if P > 0 (see e.g. Pope (2000) Ch. 5). The term Dvis denotes the bulk rate of
viscous dissipation of energy KU in V3. Note that
Wf [U ,u] =
∫
V3
Uk (fL[u])k d
3x =
∫
V3
uiuk ∂iUk d
3x (+ I ′′∂V3) = −P (+ I ′′∂V3). (C.12)
It is interesting to find the following. If P > 0, the energy KU decreases (neglecting
the contribution from I ′∂V3), equivalently Wf [U ,u] would be negative (neglecting I
′′
∂V3
).
Namely, the U -field do work against the force fL, and the energy of U -field is extracted
by the force. This is an important mechanism and is extended to application to the
combined system NS[v] = fL[a] of (60) in the main text (§3.4), in which Wf [U ,u] is
replaced by Wf [v,a]. Thus, if Wf [v,a] < 0, then the a-field would be produced.
Appendix D. Axial components ex and hx determine other components
The problem of transverse waves traveling along the axis (x-axis) of a straight pipe studied
in §5 and 6, the system of TW equations is reduced to two equations of (89). If ∂t is
replaced with −iω, those are reduced to
∇× e = iph, ∇× h = (σ − iq)e+ jc,
where p = ωµ and q = ωǫ. Taking derivative with respect to x, i.e. operating ∂x, is
equivalent to multiplication by ik. Then, the y and z components of the first equation in
the cross-sectional plane are
ik∂zex − (ik)2ez = −pk hy, (ik)2ey − ik∂yex = −pk hz.
Similarly, the y and z components of the second equation are
ik∂zhx + k
2hz = ik(σ − iq)ey + ∂xjc,y, −k2hy − ik∂yhx = ik(σ − iq)ez + ∂xjc,z.
From these, we obtain
ey =
1
K2
(ik ∂yex + ip ∂zhx − ctµ∂xjc,y), ez = 1
K2
(ik ∂zex − ip ∂yhx − ctµ∂xjc,z), (D.1)
hy =
1
K2
(ik ∂yhx + (σ − iq)∂zex + ∂xjc,z), hz = 1
K2
(ik ∂zhx − (σ − iq)∂yex − ∂xjc,y),(D.2)
where K2 = k 20 − k2 + ipσ and pq = ω2ǫµ = (ω/ct)2 = k 20 .
Suppose that the convection current jc is given. Then the equations (D.1) and (D.2)
state that the y and z components of e and h in the cross-sectional plane are determined
once the axial components ex and hx are known.
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